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A Message from the Rabbi

Editors’ Note

Moreinu HaRav Yaakov Neuburger
We are pleased to present the third edition of the Beth Abraham Torah
Journal, Ohel Avrohom, which is a journal of divrei Torah published by
Congregation Beth Abraham in honor of the upcoming mibg . The articles in
Ohel Avrohom were written by members of the Beth Abraham community
and reflect our community’s goal of placing talmud Torah as a central value
and activity in our lives.
We are grateful to all of those who have contributed articles to this editionboth to those who have contributed to multiple editions of the Ohel
Avrohom, and to those who are first time contributors. A special thank you
to Barry Finkelstein for his time and effort and editorial help.
Thank you to all of the sponsors of this volume for their generosity and for
their support of communal talmud Torah.
In dlibn zkqn on '` cEnr c sc we are taught:
zekld ,gqta gqt zekld :mei ly epipra oiyxece oil`ey ediy l`xyil mdl owiz dyn"
".bga bg zeklde zxvra zxvr
“Moshe enacted a law for the Jewish People that they should inquire about
and delve into the laws of Pesach on Pesach, the laws of Shavuot on
Shavuot, and the laws of Succot on Succot."
From here we see, that learning and discussing Torah related to the holidays
forms an integral part of the character of each holiday. By investing our
intellectual creativity into the mibg and by dedicating time to understand the
themes of the day more profoundly, we are able to better appreciate the
richness of each bg. We hope that the articles in this journal facilitate our
community’s fulfillment of this dpwz of dyn, thereby enhancing our
experience of the upcoming yomim tovim.

Avie Schreiber

Seth Lebowitz

We welcome the Ohel Avrohom vol. #3 – now having established its
“chazaka” as part of our yom tov preparations and celebrations. It speaks to
the recognition that we all share, that through Torah study our yom tov and
particularly our yom tov tables will be very much enhanced. Additionally it
gives us the venue through which we can share ideas that have inspired our
davening or have given us a “geshmack”moment of learning. Most notably,
it adds a dimension to the Biblical mandate to fashion our holidays into
“mikra’ai kodesh”as explained by the Ramban. He understands it to refer
to the holy ventures that bring people together and includes learning and
davening together as a community.
I thank all those who took the time to contribute and am very grateful to
Rabbi Avie Schreiber and Seth Lebowitz for conceiving of this project and
seeing it to completion. We all know and appreciate how hard it is to find
the time for communal projects, how daunting volunteering for communal
work can be and how all consuming projects become before they are ready
for the community. May Hashem bless them and their families with all the
berachos that communal work can bring.
We are especially thankful to all of our sponsors who are singled out in the
introductory pages. Their generosity and graciousness made this project
possible. In the merit of the Torah study and simchas yom tov generated by
this booklet, may Hashem fulfill all of your prayers letovah lyomim tovim
va’aruchim.
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Is there a more sobering and even disquieting sound in our tradition than the
Elul shofar, announcing that Rosh Hashana is upon us once again and then
marking the march of time as we get closer and closer? Indeed, it is in this
two step fashion that (at the end of Maseches Rosh Hashana) presents the
history and observance of the Elul shofar.
I
The earliest source of this practice presents it as a rabbinic legislation but
sees it limited to blowing the shofar on Rosh Chodesh Elul alone. A medrash
(Pirkei deRabi Eliezer, chapter 46) records that on our very first Rosh
Chodesh Elul, a few months after dxFz ozn and the calamitous lbrd `hg, we
were, understandably, a shaken and spiritually diminished people. As
Moshe was invited to ascend ipiq xd to accept the zFgEl one more time, we
grew concerned that we would err once again in calculating Moshe’s return,
and despair over his absence. Therefore, we decided to sound the shofar as
Moshe left us. The medrash concludes that the Rabbis realized that Hashem
was greatly honored by this shofar sound, and as such, they legislated its
reenactment every Rosh Chodesh Elul. The Rosh further comments that we
then continue to sound the shofar every morning of the month to remind us
to do teshuva.
What impressed our sages so, that they decided to memorialize that one
sounding of the shofar of Rosh Chodesh? Moreover, did the Rosh record a
second and independent practice which happens to dovetail with the rabbinic
enactment of Rosh Chodesh? Are we to continue memorializing that event
throughout Elul and if so, why?
I would suggest that the shofar of Elul reminds us of the “dcFar" of Elul. It
reminds us of the spiritual responsibilities and challenges that we face
throughout our preparation for the yamim tovim. I believe that the decision to
sound the shofar as Moshe ascended, added a voluntary but oftentimes
indispensable dimension to the teshuva process. Perhaps that is why Hashem
Himself was honored in an unparalleled fashion at that moment. Let me
explain.
It is well known that the mitzvah of teshuva prescribes that we must respond
to our flaws and errors by admitting our lapses, expressing regret and shame
at our lack of compliance to Hashem, and articulating our further
commitment to do better going forward. Rambam teaches that our thought
process must be earnest enough to win the nod of Hashem Himself. He
further teaches that the process is completed once we are tested and we err
not again (hilchos teshuva chapter 2).

However, Moshe’s generation adopted a new behavior to bolster their pledge
for the future and thus introduced a new concept to the teshuva process. The
halachos of teshuva are fully satisfied by a genuine and deep "ytpd oFayg" –
soul searching introspection and commitment. Yet we know that we often
have trouble following through, especially if we are repeat offenders and
have unsuccessfully tried with all the seriousness we can muster, to improve.
Many of us find ourselves honestly mentioning the same misstep in the lr
`hg’s year after year.
The shofar reminds us of a technique that we established long ago when we
experienced deep remorse of the past and profound fear of our frailty in the
future. Sometimes even deep-seated regret may simply not be enough.
Action may be required. In halacha and in the mussar seforim it is called a
creating a "xcb" - a “fence”, a protective measure.
In practice, the person who has trouble rousing himself for minyan creates a
xcb to learn with someone else before davening adding extra pressure on
himself when he is sill half asleep. The person who finds the days roll by
without learning will establish the xcb of setting time to learn immediately
after dinner or maariv. Similar "mixcb" may aid the individual who never
finds the time to exercise or to make the all important phone calls. Self
awareness and creativity will help one find a protective move or act that will
forestall compromising another’s privacy or dignity, thereby maintaining the
standards of interpersonal conduct for which we strive.
The decision to sound the shofar on Rosh Chodesh Elul at Har Sinai,
signaled the deepest remorse, the insightful realization of human weakness,
and launched a form of "oEwz" that deserved eternal observance. Later
generations understood this and established the daily shofar so that we would
consider this "oEwz" over and over again as part of our dcFar throughout the
month of Elul.
II
There is another less quoted section of the same chapter of Pirkei deRabi
Eliezer, which ascribes much greater preparation for the final ascent of
Moshe than sounding of the shofar alone. According to Rabbi Yehoshua ben
Korcha, Moshe initiated national soul searching, guiding every individual to
confront any lingering appreciation of paganism. The lbrd `hg was not to
be seen as happening in a vacuum or as a random event. It raised troubling
questions of possible persisting comfort with dxf dcFar. Every individual
had the opportunity to dig deep and question, and to receive direction and
inspiration to complete their exclusive faith in Hashem (see commentary of
Rada”l). The medrash further intimates that every hay was further
instructed to carve out its own unique culture of faith and dcFar –of serving

Hashem, no doubt borne out of each hay’s unique experiences, talents and
challenges.
Accordingly, the sounding of the shofar was the culmination of another
necessary part of the mitzvah of teshuva. Simply examining behaviors and
exploring strategies to improve them is essential to teshuva and define the
mitzvah. However, adopting new behaviors alone can, at times, be
perfunctory, superficial and entirely disconnected from a soul that is
yearning to be vibrant and full of faith. Thus Moshe pressed us to analyze
our actions and decisions and to question the depth of our commitment. He
enabled us to understand that our teshuva would forever be uncertain and
leave us quite unsatisfied without first probing deeply to see what inspires us
and what fails to move us, without the quiet moments inquiring into our
triumphs of self control and self restraint, without the painful examination of
our moments of defeat and disappointment, and without the freedom to ask
penetrating questions about our contemporary culture.
This may be what Rambam refers to (teshuva 2:2) when he writes, “and [the
ba’al teshuva] should remove the sin from his thinking.”
Once again, the emotional effort of genuine self analysis and the strength of
the teshuva it evokes is memorialized by the Rosh Chodesh shofar. Our
forerunners wanted us to appreciate that this kind of scrutiny is the dcFar of
the month of Elul for all of us, and through the sound of the shofar we are to
be reminded of this crucial lesson every morning after shacharis.

How Can an Eiruv Tavshilin Possibly Help Me?
An Exploration of this Tishrei’s Most Common Mitzva
Rabbi Tanchum Cohen
A relatively rare practice is now headed our way three times in as many
weeks. When a yom tov falls on Friday, one may cook, bake, and otherwise
prepare on that day for Shabbos only if one has already begun the Shabbos
cooking before the onset of yom tov by designating an eiruv tavshilin on erev
yom tov. This article will briefly explore some of the background for this
mitzva mi-de-rabbanan and survey some relevant halachos as well.
I
In introducing the first yom tov mentioned in the Chumash, the Torah
(Shemos 12:16) makes clear that although melacha is forbidden on yom tov,
the scope of this prohibition is much more limited than on Shabbos. As we
know, one may perform melacha if the purpose it serves qualifies as ochel
nefesh, which includes food preparation and many other yom tov needs.
However, this license is subject to several limitations, including the
following: ochel nefesh only covers the needs of that day (“tzorech
ha-yom”). To bake a birthday cake on yom tov for a party the next week
could thus constitute a de-oraysa violation of meleches yom tov.
With this in mind, the Gemara (Pesachim 46b) raises a troubling problem.
Cooking on a yom tov Friday for Shabbos would seem to fall outside of the
ochel nefesh license, and is thus forbidden on the de-oraysa level since the
cooking is not meant to be eaten on the same day. Eiruv tavshilin provides
no solution for this, the Gemara continues. Eiruv tavshilin is an institution
created by the chachamim, and a purely de-rabbanan solution cannot permit
a de-oraysa prohibition.
The Gemara presents two solutions to this question; the predominantly
accepted view is that of Rabba. The food can be eaten today, Rabba argues,
we just don’t intend to consume it so quickly. Even if there’s simply too
much for the family to finish on a Friday afternoon, it could be served to and
finished by unexpected, hungry guests before the end of the yom tov day,
were such guests to appear on yom tov afternoon. In other words, Rabba
holds that in principle –on the de-oraysa level –ochel nefesh is defined by
the potential for the food’s use today, not by its intended purpose. Cooking
on a yom tov day for the following day is a de-rabbanan violation, and it is
now understandable that eiruv tavshilin can render that entirely permissible
from Friday to Shabbos. In other words, preparing on a yom tov Friday for
the next day is permitted by the combination of two factors: Rabba’s
principle (commonly known by the nickname “ho’il”) and an eiruv tavshilin.

II
Tosfos (ad loc., “Rabba”) wonders whether indeed tzorech ha-yom is ever
relevant in light of Rabba’s position. Let’s illustrate Tosfos’question by
revisiting the case of the birthday cake. Although we plan to save the cake
in the freezer for next week’s party, it certainly could be eaten today as well,
and so the baking is definitely permitted mi-de-oraysa based upon the ho’il
concept. (Practically speaking, though, this baking project is forbidden
mi-de-rabbanan on yom tov, since eiruv tavshilin is only effective on Friday
for Shabbos.) However, if ho’il indeed always applies, then it seems that all
melacha is deemed tzorech ha-yom on the de-oraysa level, and the entire
tzorech ha-yom criterion is irrelevant mi-de-oraysa.
Tosfos replies with a logical observation. Ho’il can only apply if the
cooking is completed on that day of yom tov with sufficient time for all the
food to be plausibly eaten before the end of the day (by hypothetical guests).
If, however, the cooking is only completed after nightfall or near the end of
the afternoon, Rabba will freely admit that this cooking cannot possibly be
deemed as “for today,”and will therefore be forbidden mi-de-oraysa.
III
Several poskim note that Tosfos’discussion is very relevant in a year such as
ours. Although an eiruv tavshilin is necessary in order to cook on a yom tov
Friday for Shabbos, it can only function in tandem with Rabba’s principle of
ho’iI, as explained above. The Magen Avraham (527, intro.) therefore
insists that all food must be ready on Friday with sufficient time to spare
such that it could all be served and eaten before sunset; otherwise, ho’il does
not apply and one risks violating meleches yom tov mi-de-oraysa. In fact, he
records that the common custom of his day was to begin Shabbos early on an
eiruv tavshilin week in order to ensure that everyone had finished all
Shabbos preparations well in advance of sunset.

HALACHIC SURVEY

The following is a selection of some of the common halachos of eiruv
tavshilin:
§ The eiruv must consist of a cooked food (or equivalent), such as gefilte
fish or a hardboiled egg. If one plans to bake on Friday for Shabbos,
then the eiruv should also include a baked good, such as matza or challa.
§ The eiruv is valid if it consists of even a relatively small amount of food,
but hiddur mitzva dictates that one use a large, respectable portion
whenever possible.

§

§

§

§

§

§

In general, the eiruv food should not be eaten before all Shabbos
preparations are complete. Some have the practice to eat the eiruv
during seuda shelishis.
The eiruv designation is preceded by a beracha, as detailed in the siddur
or machzor. The designation itself (“... `aexir oicda”) may be said in any
language which one understands; those unfamiliar with Aramaic should
say it in English.
As explained above, the eiruv only permits cooking and other
preparatory activities if the cooking is completed and the food can be
entirely eaten up before the end of that day of yom tov.
This year, the eiruv should be designated on Wednesday (erev yom tov).
If one realizes during yom tov that he/she forgot to designate the eiruv
beforehand, it pays to consult as quickly as possible, as the protocol if
one remembers on Thursday is much simpler than for one who only
remembers on Friday.
In order for the house eiruv to include guests and others who are not
members of the household, those people should take possession (and
partial halachic ownership) of the eiruv food before the eiruv is
designated.
Even if one plans to neither cook nor bake, an eiruv tavshilin should still
be made to allow for any other acts of preparation for Shabbos on
Friday.

Eiruv Tavshilin
Josh Gelernter
It is a well known tenet of hilchos yom tov that melachos done for the sake
of food preparation are permitted to be done on yom tov itself. It is equally
well known that it is forbidden to do melachos on yom tov for after yom tov
(whether the next day is a second day of yom tov or a weekday), so for
example if it were late on Thursday afternoon on any of the upcoming
yamim tovim it would be forbidden to start preparing a meal with the intent
that the food be used for Thursday night’s meal (i.e. the second day of yom
tov).
The gemara presents a major leniency in this area. The gemara rules that
one is allowed to prepare food on the afternoon of yom tov, even a large
quantity, for it is possible that guests may unexpectedly arrive (“ho’il”) and
the food being prepared could be used to serve these potential guests. If
guests, inevitably, do not arrive, it is permissible to use the food on the
second day of yom tov.
There is a machlokes in the gemara regarding preparing for Shabbos on yom
tov. The Ran in the 3rd perek of Pesachim rules that it is assur mid’oraysah
to cook on yom tov for Shabbos if not for the leniency of ho’il. Along the
same lines, Tosafos rules that if one were to cook immediately prior to
shkiyah, thereby removing the possibility that guests may arrive that day,
one would be chayav malkos. The Magen Avraham writes that ho’il allows
one to cook on yom tov for Shabbos, but the chachamim forbade cooking on
yom tov for Shabbos, either in order to safeguard yom tov (i.e., to guard
against cooking on yom tov for weekdays) or to safeguard Shabbos (i.e., to
ensure that proper food is prepared in honor of Shabbos).
The concept of eiruv tavshilin was instituted to permit cooking for Shabbos
on yom tov by alleviating these concerns. By cooking some of the Shabbos
meal on erev yom tov, one is allowed to cook further on yom tov for
Shabbos. The Shulchan Aruch Harav explains that this acts as a safeguard
for yom tov, because people will understand that if one is only allowed to
cook on yom tov for Shabbos if one prepared something from before yom
tov so it appears as if one is just finishing that which was already started,
how much more so that it is forbidden to cook on yom tov for a weekday
even if one has already prepared something before yom tov. He explains
further that this also acts as a safeguard for Shabbos by requiring a person to
have prepared at least one thing for Shabbos on erev yom tov, so the person
will be reminded of all the necessary Shabbos preparations and will come to
choose nicer portions for Shabbos.

The Shulchan Aruch Harav points out a practical difference between these
two reasons. If the reason for eiruv tavshilin is to safeguard yom tov, it
would suffice to prepare the eiruv tavshilin weeks before yom tov, provided
the items prepared were maintained and are available to be eaten over yom
tov. Additionally, it would be permitted to set up one eiruv and have it be
effective for a number of yom tov hasamuch l’Shabbos situations such as we
have in 5771 (provided the food items are available for eating on all of the
days). However, if the reason for preparing an eiruv tavshilin is to safeguard
Shabbos, it would not be sufficient to prepare the eiruv weeks in advance
because that would not serve as a reminder to properly prepare for Shabbos.
Based on this, the Shulchan Aruch Harav rules that l’chatchilah one should
prepare an eiruv tavshilin on each erev yom tov. However, if one prepared
an eiruv days before erev yom tov and forgot to make an eiruv on erev yom
tov, he may rely on that which he prepared previously. If he remembers on
erev yom tov, he should make a second eiruv but not say the bracha.
There is a rule within hilchos eiruv tavshilin which is most interesting. When
it comes to virtually all halachos, if one is supposed to do something and
neglects to do it, he has no way to benefit as though he had done the required
action. However, when it comes to eiruv tavshilin, chazal enacted a rule that
if a person forgets to prepare an eiruv, he may nevertheless cook on yom tov
for Shabbos because he may rely on the fact that the Rav of the town made
an eiruv. The Shulchan Aruch paskins in 'f sirq ,fkwz 'q that there is a
mitzvah for each individual to make his own eiruv and it is also incumbent
on the Rav of the town to make an eiruv for all of the people in his town so
that one who forgot or through qpe` was not able to make an eiruv (or made
an eiruv and lost it) can rely on that. The Shulchan Aruch concludes that
sirq by saying that one who can make an eiruv and chooses not to, or wants
to rely in the first instance on the eiruv prepared by the Rav is called a ryet
and cannot rely on the eiruv of the Rav. The `"nx adds that an ignoramus
who does not know the rules of eiruv tavshilin can rely on the eiruv of the
Rav.
The Mishna Berura clarifies several dinim brought down by the xagn. First,
in ak w"q, someone who forgets to make an eiruv tavshilin can only rely on
the Rav’s eiruv one time. If he forgets a second time, he is in the category of
ryet and cannot rely on the Rav. In ek w"q, the Mishna Berura also explains
that the reason a ryet cannot rely on the eiruv of the Rav is because the Rav
does not have in mind to include those who are lazy or not careful to fulfill
the commands of chazal. The Mishna Berura then brings a second opinion
that holds that one is allowed to rely dligzkl on the Rav’s eiruv because the
Rav even has these people in mind. The only people who are excluded are
those who in the past made their own eiruvim and have since stopped cifna
or forgotten several times.

The zeaeyz iwqt brings different explanations to the first din of the Mishna
Berura mentioned above. The miigd sk explains that when the Mishna
Berura ruled that a person can no longer rely on the Rav’s eiruv once he
forgot a second time, that is only if he forgot on two consecutive yom tov
hasamuch l’Shabbos situations. If, for example, one forgot to make an eiruv
for Rosh Hashana, then remembered for Sukkos and forgot for Shmini
Atzeres, he would be allowed to rely on the Rav’s eiruv. The mc` iig holds
that the rule of the Mishna Berura applies even if one forgot on
non-consecutive yom tov hasamuch l’shabbos situations. Once an individual
forgot a second time, he can no longer rely on the Rav’s eiruv. The jexr
oglydholds that nowadays, even one who forgets twice can still rely on the
Rav’s eiruv and only a mkg cinlz who forgets is precluded from doing so.
The zeaeyz iwqt concludes the sirq by stating that these rules of forgetting
to make an eiruv only apply to a person who forgets due to qpe`; a person
who is lax and through his laziness or lack of attentiveness forgets to make
his own eiruv is considered a ryet and cannot rely on the Rav’s eiruv. In the
very next sirq the zeaeyz iwqt addresses the point in the Mishna Berura
about relying on the Rav’s eiruv dligzkl. He points out that the author of
the Mishna Berura himself in the the oeivd xry says that the accepted minhag
throughout klal yisrael is for each and every individual to make his own
eiruv and not to rely on the Rav.
One final halacha brought down by the zeaeyz iwqt is that even if one does
not intend on cooking at all for Shabbos on yom tov, he should still make an
eiruv tavshilin in order to be able to make the bracha and perform the
mitzvah. He quotes the yecwd d"ly that we should be careful not to take this
mitzvah lightly and to remember that chazal praised Avraham Avinu by
saying that he performed even the mitzvah of eiruv tavshilin.

Nussach Nuggets

II. Yom Kippur

Uri Jacobs

Kol Nidrei
One of the most profound, emotional and recognizable tunes throughout all
of our davening is Kol Nidrei. Although the tune as we know it today was
only introduced around the mid- 15th century, we do know that singing Kol
Nidrei dates back to Rav Yehudai Gaon in the 8th Century in Sura,
Babylonia. We know from the Machzor Vitry that in the 11th century it was
sung three times: first slowly and softly, then increasing in strength for the
next two, similar to HaMelech. This represents entering the King’s Palace,
first with trepidation and then with confidence.

In an effort to enhance our appreciation of the origins and beauty of the
nussach and minhagim of the Yamim Noraim, below you will find a few
“Nussach Nuggets” with various insights and connections of which you
might not have been aware.
I. Rosh Hashana
Borochu of Ma’ariv
This grand tune, which dates as far back as the 8th century, begs us to ask the
following question: Why do we start off Rosh Hashana with this long,
majestic and lofty introductory melody? After all, it is the Day of Judgment!
The Maharil, the 14th century gadol, was one of the key codifiers of the tunes
and minhagim for the Yamim Noraim for Ashkenazim, and therefore wielded
great influence regarding these matters. He said the following: This long
melody is a “call to davening,”to give us time to gather our thoughts and get
ready for the approaching day, and to set the atmosphere correctly for the
approaching Malchus, which is one of the important themes of Rosh
Hashana.
Side note: Chasidim call this night the “coronation night” –
declaring Hashem to be the King of the world. This explains why
we sing this tune together and loudly as a kahal, as this is the
optimal way to proclaim Hashem’s Malchus.
Hamelech
Rabbi Yehuda Hachasid in the 12th century wrote in his Sefer Hachasidim,
that the Hamelech tune is one of the many “MiSinai” tunes - ancient tunes
whose origin goes back a very long way (although obviously not to Har
Sinai). The Shulchan Aruch writes that these MiSinai tunes, which include
among others the Kaddish before Musaf, V’Hakohanim, the Avodah,
Selichos, Vidui, Kol Nidrei and many piyutim, cannot be changed. They
should be elaborated upon and prolonged. The tune for Hamelech originated
with the Maharam of Rutenberg and was popularized by the Maharil. The
chazan starts the melody in a hushed voice, standing away from the amud,
and then humbly walks forward towards the bima as his voice gets stronger,
as he “approaches”the King.
Side note: The regular wording after Hamelech during the year is
“Hayoshev” (who sits). But for the Yamim Noraim, it says
“Yoshev” (is sitting), since Hashem is, kiveyachol, now on His
throne and ready to judge us!

Shema Kolainu
The Shema Kolainu that we say responsively beginning with selichos and
throughout Yom Kippur consists of a few verses and appears in different
orders in various machzorim and selichos. All agree, however, that the first
and second verses are Shema Kolainu (taken from the Shemona Esrei) and
Hashivaynu (taken from Eicha). There is a machlokes regarding the
placement of the Amarainu and Yiheyu Leratzon verses (both found in
Tehillim). Birnbaum places them as the 3rd and 4th verses, and Artscroll
places them towards the end of the paragraph.
One possible reason they are placed towards the end is that many say these
verses silently. Everyone agrees that Yiheyu Leratzon… is said silently since
this was Dovid HaMelech’s plea to Hashem asking for forgiveness regarding
the incident with Bat-Sheva.
According to the Matteh Ephraim, only four verses are actually said aloud,
which include the first two and the two that begin with Al Tashlichainu.
The exact origin of the supplication of Shema Kolainu is unknown, though
most agree it was probably compiled in the 16th century.
Side note: Similar to the bracha of shema kolainu in the shemona
esrei, this shema kolainu is placed towards the end of the
“bakashos”section of selichos.

Asarah Harugai Malchus
A few interesting points about this tefillah:

•
•
•
•

It is said on both Tisha B’Av and Yom Kippur (although it is more
elaborate on Yom Kippur.)
The two readings do not mention all the same names.
Four of the ten are actually described by Chazal in various places.
The story as told in the liturgy actually never happened (it is more
an invention of a poetic expression.)

So why do we say it? To teach us that:
1. without Rabbeim, we are in danger of losing everything.
2. the death of Tzadikim is equal to the Churban Beis
Hamikdash (Tisha B’av.)
3. the death of Tzadikim should be a kapara for the rest of
Klal Yisroel (Yom Kippur.)
Side note: Although there are numerous outward similarities
between Tisha B’av and Yom Kippur, they are in fact fundamentally
different since Tisha B’av is a day of Aveilus and Yom Kippur is a
day of Kapara.
L’Shana HaBaah B’Yerushalayim
This phrase is said in our liturgy only twice a year: at the end of Neilah and
during the Seder. What is the connection? The answer originates in a
machlokes between Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi Yehoshua. The former says
that Bnai Yisrael were redeemed from Mitzrayim in Nissan and will
eventually be redeemed again in Nissan, while the latter says we were first
redeemed in Nissan and then ultimately will be redeemed in Tishrei. So like
many machlokos, we try to accommodate both opinions and we say L’Shana
HaBaah in both Tishrei and Nissan.
Side note: Some have the minhag to say this phrase three times.
Side note II: Those living in Yerushalayim add the word
Habenuyah as well.
III. Shalosh Regalim
In the Chazaros Hashatz of Musaf on the Shalosh Regalim, beginning with
the words “Bnai Vaisicha C’vatichila”, the nussach all of a sudden changes.
Did you ever wonder why?
If you listen closely, you actually might find the slow and haunting tune to
be familiar since it is the same tune that we sing on Tisha B’av for the
kinnah Eli Tzion. What is the connection?
The tune of Eli Tzion has become so popular and musically synonymous
with Tisha B’av and the feeling of loss that we have for the Beis Hamikdash
on Tisha B’av. (It is also one of reasons why we have the minhag to use this
tune in various other davenings during the Nine Days leading up to Tisha

B’av, like in Lecha Dodi and Kel Adon). Similarly, this part of the Shemona
Esrei speaks about the rebuilding of the Beis Hamikdash, which has the
same theme as Tisha B’av. This explains the musical connection.
May we be zoche to sing these tunes this year in Yerushalayim within the
rebuilt Beis Hamikdash!!!

I would like to thank Cantor Sherwood Goffin, Cantor Bernard Beer and
Rabbi Macy Gordon, whose publications contributed to this article.

Yomim Tovim and the Life Cycle
Dr. Avraham Lynn
Why does the holiday of Sukkos come after Shavuos? After all, didn’t the
Jewish people dwell in booths between leaving Mitzrayim and receiving the
Torah on Har Sinai? A famous answer given is that if Sukkos were in the
springtime, it would not demonstrate our emunah as beautifully as sitting in
booths during the autumn, when the weather is less conducive. In other
words, our commemoration of sitting in booths should not be misconstrued
as an act of springtime indulgence. Hence, Succos is celebrated in the fall.
Personally, I never found this explanation completely compelling.
Why does the holiday of Yom Kippur come after Rosh Hashanah?
Wouldn’t it make sense to receive our kapara, and then begin the New Year
fresh and clean? From the perspective of Rosh Hashana as the Yom HaDin,
we would likely prefer that the kapara precedes the judgment, so that we
could receive a more favorable judgment.
Why do we invite ushpizin to join us during Succos but not on Pesach?
Since both chaggim are week-long holidays, what is different about Succos
that we invite ushpizin into the succah, but there is no mention of them at the
Seder on Pesach?
These three questions puzzled me for some time. Then the idea occurred to
me that the Yomim Tovim parallel the life cycle of a human being. Evidence
for this deep connection between the Yomim Tovim and the Jewish people
lies in the fact that the first mitzvah Hashem gave to Klal Yisroel was
determining Rosh Chodesh. Not only are the Jews responsible for
performing this mitzvah, but the entire Jewish calendar is dependent on man.
The Jewish people, not Hashem, determine when the Yomim Tovim occurwhat a radical idea! This concept unlocks not only the three questions
above, but also may add insight into the energy of each chag. In order to
answer these questions, we must first demonstrate how each holiday is
represented in the life cycle of man. The term life cycle refers to the
involuntary milestones that a person goes through.
Pesach: On one level, Mitzrayim is compared to a womb in the sense that
the Jewish People developed and matured there and in the sense that Yetzias
Mitzrayim represents the birth of the Jewish People on a national level. The
shoresh of the word Mitzrayim is “metzar”meaning “narrow”and it can be
likened to the birth canal of a woman through which the baby passes to be
born. Chazal tell us that Mitzrayim was like a crucible in which the Jewish
people were formed. We are also told that we preserved our names, clothes
and language in Mitzrayim- this was like our Jewish DNA. Regarding the
life cycle of a person, Pesach represents birth on a personal level. Chazal

tell us that timing was of the essence; if we had remained in Mitzrayim one
moment longer, we would have ceased to exist. Likewise, when a baby is
born, the moments surrounding birth are filled with tension and urgency as
the life of the baby hangs in the balance. Births are filled with intense
emotion. Happiness, relief, excitement, humility and hope characterize the
birth of Am Yisroel at yetzias Mitzrayim as well as the birth of each child.
Shavuos: As we know, Shavuos, means “weeks”. This chag is integrally
linked to Pesach, as we count the seven weeks between yetzias Mitzrayim
and mattan Torah, known as Sefiras haOmer. What are we counting?
While we count the days and weeks between these two holidays, we are also
growing in the middos of chesed, gevurah, tiferes, netzach, hod, yesod, and
malchus, striving to become complete human beings. The period of Sefiras
haOmer corresponds in the human life cycle to early adolescence- the years
between birth and bar mitzvah. During this time, children grow in
observance and understanding of Torah. Shavuos represents the national
(and personal) bar mitzvah - the culmination of this growth process, when
we fully receive and accept the yoke of Torah.
After Shavuos, with mattan Torah representing our bar mitzvah, the
remainder of Shemos, as well as Vayikra and Bamidbar are dedicated to
Hashem giving explicit instructions to B’nai Yisroel in the mitzvos of bein
adam l’chavero and bein adam l’Makom. We learn halacha and hashkafa,
including building the mishkan, bigdei kehuna, kashrus, proper human
relationships and business practices, laws of damages, korbanos, Shabbos,
the festivals, the sanctity of Eretz Yisroel, and the many trials and
tribulations of emunah and bitachon both in Moshe Rabbenu and Hashem
l’havdil. These adventures make up the forty years in the midbar, and
correspondingly, these subjects comprise the bulk of a Jew’s life, from bar
mitzvah throughout adulthood. We learn how to be a good person in terms
of how we treat others and in terms of growth in avodas Hashem. Devarim
is the culmination of the Jewish journey in the midbar - in life itself. Moshe
Rabbeinu reviews dinim, but especially the ikkarim of our faith in sefer
Devarim. It is a sefer that is more reflective in nature, and forces us to look
at the ways we have fallen short personally and collectively. It is surely no
coincidence that we always read Devarim after the “three weeks”and Tisha
B’Av. As we prepare for and live through the month of Elul, the parshios
parallel the process of introspection that corresponds in the life cycle to the
twilight years of one’s life.
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur: Rosh Hashanah is the Yom HaDin, the
Day of Judgment, when we meet the King of Kings, face to face. Among
other things that are judged on Rosh Hashanah, Chazal tell us that on Rosh
Hashanah, Hashem decides who will live and who will die in the coming
year. We pass before him, one by one, and our merits and sins are
meticulously reviewed. In the life cycle, Rosh Hashanah represents the day

of one’s death, when we are also judged according to our speech and deeds.
Interestingly, even though we are judged on Rosh Hashanah, it is not a
morbid or somber day when we beg for forgiveness and clop our chests.
Rather, on Rosh Hashanah, we focus on the malchus of Hashem, with a
sense of awe. Focusing on Hashem’s greatness is the formula for a favorable
judgment. Perhaps this sheds light on what our attitude towards death
should be- not fear or sadness, but rather that we are going to meet the King
of Kings! Furthermore, the kaddish prayer for the deceased refers to G-D’s
might, mercy and peacefulness. The aseres yemei t’shuva between Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur therefore represent the 12 months that a person’s
chailek in olam haba is in the balance. During this time, we learn and daven
and give tzedakkah for the niftar, so they can achieve a higher place in olam
haba. It is stated in the liturgy of the Yom Kippur service that Torah,
t’shuva and tzedakah remove an evil decree. Yom Kippur itself is when we
are atoned here on Earth. We wear white kittels and engage in the “five
afflictions” in order to transcend this world. Likewise, I believe Yom
Kippur corresponds in the life cycle to the releasing of the neshama from this
world to olam haba. This would explain why Rosh Hashanah comes before
Yom Kippor in the Jewish calendar- since death comes before olam haba in
the personal life cycle.
Succos: Succos is z’man simchasainu, a time of joy. It is the festival when
we harvest the years’ produce, as we celebrate agricultural (physical)
accomplishment. Simultaneously, Succos is also about emunah, as we dwell
in temporary structures representing the “clouds of glory.” We gather the
arba minim together in a gesture of achdus among Klal Yisroel. During the
times of the Beis Hamikdash, there were numerous korbanos offered,
indicating the closeness and thanks that we felt towards Hashem. Hence,
Succos is a very spiritual holiday, paradoxically centered around a physical
structure, the succah, which is a metaphor for the world. Succos is the
coexistence of revealed spiritual truth in the physical realm. In the life cycle
we have been referencing, Succos represents the period of history known as
the Resurrection of the Dead, when the neshamos that have been resting in
olam haba come back to reinhabit the Earth. This explains why we invite
ushpizin to the succah but not the seder; because the succah is the place of
Techiyas Hamaisim, when our forefathers will come back to join us here on
Earth again. It also explains why Succos comes after Shavuos- one’s bar
mitzvah comes before Techiyas Hamaisim. Interestingly, the climax of
Succos is Shemini Atzeres/Simchas Torah, when we rejoice with Hashem
without the physical structure of a succah- there is only Hashem, Torah and
Klal Yisroel dancing together.

How to Obtain a Good Judgment on the High Holy Days1
Dr. Sam Friedman
Most of the Book of Devarim is read in the few months leading up to the
High Holy Days. Toward the beginning of Devarim the Jews are told,
"...aFHd© e§ xẄÏd© z̈iUr̈
¦ e"§ - “And you shall do the upright and the good… ”
(Devarim 6:18). Rashi explains: "oic¦ d© zxEy
© n¦ mi¦pt¦§ le§ dx¨ÿR§ Ef" - “this is
compromise and [going] beyond the letter of the law.”In his commentary on
Devarim 12:28, Rashi adds that "aFHd"
© - “the good”refers to what is good
“in the eyes of Heaven”and "xẄÏd"
© - “the upright”refers to what is right “in
the eyes of man.”This concept of going beyond the letter of the law to do
what is right in the eyes of G-d and of man is so important that the Gemora
in Avodah Zarah 25a teaches that the entire Book of Devarim is also called
"xẄÏd© xt¤ q"
¥ - “The Book of the Upright.”
Going beyond the letter of the law is so important that the Gemora in Bava
Metzia 30b teaches that “Jerusalem was destroyed only because its
inhabitants… limited their judgments to the letter of the law of the Torah, and
did not do beyond the letter of the law.” Rabbi Zelig Pliskin cites Rav
Eliyahu Lopian, of blessed memory, who discusses this Gemora, in Lev
Eliyahu. In an essay entitled "?dx¨ÿ§i Kx¤c¤ `id¦ Ffi ¥̀ " - “Which is the right path?,”
Rav Lopian asks, how can the Gemora in Bava Metzia say that Jerusalem
was destroyed because the Jews did not go beyond the letter of the law? This
seems to contradict the Gemora in Yuma 9b that says that the First Temple
was destroyed because of idolatry, immorality and bloodshed and that the
Second Temple was destroyed because of "mp̈g¦ z`§
© py"
¦ - “gratuitous hatred.”
Rav Lopian explains that the Gemora in Bava Metzia is teaching that if the
Jews would have gone beyond the letter of the law, they would have been
saved despite having committed the terrible sins of idolatry, immorality,
bloodshed and gratuitous hatred. The seventh Mishna in the first chapter of
Sotah teaches that G-d judges a person measure for measure. Therefore, Rav
Lopian explains that if the Jews would have been accustomed to go beyond
the letter of the law, G-d would have done the same for them and would not
have destroyed Jerusalem, even though they were deserving of this
punishment because of their sins.
In the months leading up to the High Holy Days we read and study the The
Book of Devarim which is called "xẄÏd© xt¤ q"
¥ -“The Book of the Upright.”The
Torah is teaching us the importance of going beyond the letter of the law to
1.

A different essay with a similar title was published in Dr. Sam Friedman`s
sefer on Chumash, Joyous Torah Treasures and in last year`s Ohel Avraham.
It discusses being easy-going, lenient and forgiving as a means of obtaining
a good judgment on Rosh HaShanah and Yom Kippur.

do what is right in the eyes of G-d and of man. As Rav Lopian explains, if
we go beyond the letter of the law, G-d judges measure for measure and will
also go beyond the letter of the law to excuse us for our sins. In this way,
with G-d`s help, we can all be privileged to merit a good judgment on the
High Holy Days.

Rosh Hashana-The Nature of Judgment
Jonathan Kaplan
One of the oddities of the amidah on Rosh Hashana is the absence of the
mention of judgment. (All of the additional sentences, such as Zachreinu
LeChaim, that we recite are not from the original text but were added by the
Geonim.) If Rosh Hashana is the Yom Hadin, it would make sense to
beseech Hashem, the Judge, for compassion on the Day of Judgment. But
instead we ask Hashem to reveal Himself to the world and we focus on
anointing Him as our King. How are we to understand this? One thing that
is for certain is that Rosh Hashana is Yom Hadin, the Day of Judgment.
How then do we explain the way Chazal set our tefilah? What is the nature
of judgment on Rosh Hashana?
The second mishna in Rosh Hashana states:
dpyd y`xa .oli`d zexit lr, zxvra .d`eazd lr, gqta :oecip mlerd miwxt drax`a
mdiyrn lk l` oiand ;mail cgi xveid" xn`py ,oexn ipak eiptl oixaer mler i`a lk,
.mind lr mipecip, bgae "(eh,bl milidz)
At four times the world is judged: On Pesach, for the crops. On Shavuot, for
the fruits of the tree.
On Rosh Hashana, all the world passes before Him like sheep, as it says,
"He that fashioneth the hearts of them all, that considereth all their doings."
(Psalms 33:15) And on Sukkot, they are judged for the water.
The nature of judgment on Rosh Hashana differs greatly from the three
others listed in the mishna. On Pesach, Shavuot, and Sukkot the nature of
the judgment is what type of crops, fruits, and rain there will be in the
upcoming year. Concerning Rosh Hashana, it should have said – “Man is
judged for life and death.” Instead it says that on Rosh Hashana all those
who come into the world pass in front of Hashem one by one like sheep. In
other words, each individual, on his own, stands before Hashem. Why is
Rosh Hashana different?
Rav Moshe Shapiro explains with regard to each holiday that the event that
helped establish the holiday re-emerges at the time of the holiday. On
Pesach, the time when we left Egypt, we return to and leave Egypt. We are
obligated to see ourselves as if we are currently leaving. Similarly, on
Shavuot, we once again receive the Torah. The same is true for Rosh
Hashana. It is the day when Man was created. Therefore, when we come to
Rosh Hashana we once again experience Man’s creation. It is with this in
mind that we need to understand two teachings of Chazal concerning the
creation of Man.

The gemara in Sanhedrin 37A says:
cai` eli`k eilr oilrn zg` ytp ca`nd lky cnll mlera icigi mc` `xap jkitl
.`ln mler miiw eli`k zg` ytp miiwnd lke `ln mler
For this reason, the first human being was created alone to teach that
whoever destroys a single life is as though he had destroyed an entire
universe, and whoever saves a single life is as though he had saved an
entire universe.
This gemara teaches us a very powerful idea. The fact that Man was created
alone teaches us that each individual has within him all of Humanity. In
other words, each person is a microcosm of all of Humanity. Therefore,
when one individual is saved, it is as if a complete world is saved. Each
person is an Olam Maleh –a full world.
The second teaching of Chazal is on the pasuk - Bereshis Chapter 1:26
EpzEn
¥ c§ M¦ Epn§
¥ lv© A§ mc̈`¨ dU£
¤ r©p ,mi ¦ l¡
` xn`I©
¤ e
And God said: 'Let us make man in Our image, after Our likeness.
It says in Bereshis Rabbah 8:5 "Rabbi Shimon said, - at the moment the Holy
One chose to create the first Adam the ministering angels broke up into
factions. Some of them said, ‘Create him,’while others said, ‘Don't do it.’
Thus it is written: ‘Lovingkindness and truth will meet, righteousness and
peace will kiss.’(Psalms 85:11)
Lovingkindness said: Create him, for he will do acts of lovingkindness.
Truth said: Don't create him, for he is drenched in lies.
Righteousness said: Create him, for he will do much tzedaka.
Peace said: Don't create him, for he is essentially quarrelsome.”
Rav Moshe Shapiro explains that the midrash is teaching us that the
existence of Man is one that hangs in doubt, should he be created or not.
As it says at the end of Parshat Nitzavim, Devarim Chapter 30:15
.rx¨d̈-z ¤̀ e§, z¤eÖd© -z ¤̀ e§ ,aFHd© -z ¤̀ e§ mi¦Ig© d© -z ¤̀ ,mFId© Li¤pẗ§l iY¦ zp̈
© d ¥̀ x§
See, I have set before thee this day life and good, and death and evil,
The nature of Man has two sides, and this question of whether he should
have been created constantly hangs in the balance. It is up to man to choose
the path that justifies his being created. We are empowered to justify dU£
¤ rp©
mc̈`,
¨ our being created.
We return to our original question. What is the nature of judgment on Rosh
Hashana? How do we understand the mishna that says we each
independently pass before Hashem? When we understand that we are
re-experiencing the creation of Man on Rosh Hashana, we are able to see

things in a different light. Man was created alone, as a complete world. It is
for this reason that on Rosh Hashana when Hashem is once again creating
Man, He must assess whether or not He should create us. Therefore, similar
to the initial creation, where Man was created alone, on Rosh Hashana we
once again are created individually. As a result, we pass in front of Hashem
one by one (as described in the mishna in Rosh Hashana). The goal of Rosh
Hashana is to position each person as an `ln mler, an entire world, and to
see what he looks like in this capacity. Has he elevated the world? Has he
elevated his world? From this perspective, our Nusach Hatefilah makes
perfect sense. Our focus is on the entire world as each of us is an entire
world. Man was created to bring the glory of Heaven into the world. It is
for this reason that on Rosh Hashana, our focus –and the focus of our
tefilah-- is bringing the glory of Hashem and His Kingship into the world. It
is with this in mind that we must each elevate ourselves on this most lofty of
days. We must each realize our potential, that we are each a complete world,
and with this incredible power elevate the world by fulfilling our role of
bringing the glory of Hashem into it.

Zichron Teruah or Yom Teruah?

Along the same lines, both the m"ayx and o"anx understand drexz oexkf to
mean that as a result of our blowing xtey, 'd will remember us for good.

Rabbi Yaakov Blau
The aeh mei of dpyd y`x is described twice in the Torah, once in xen` and
once in qgpt. However, there is a discrepancy in the two descriptions. In
`:hk xacna, we are told “mkl didi drexz mei”, whereas in bk:bk `xwie the
nature of the day is one of “drexz oexkf.” The former is clearly referring to
the devn of xtey zriwz, but what is meant by the term “oexkf”in the weqt in
`xwie?
The miyxtn have 3 approaches as to how answer this question: 1) the 2
miweqt are referring to 2 different situations 2) oexkf is an added requirement
or 3) oexkf is describing the result of blowing xtey.
The first approach is proposed originally, but then rejected, by the gemara in
a cenr hk sc dpyd y`x. The gemara at first believes that the weqt of oexkf
drexz only applies when dpyd y`x occurs on zay. Since the xtey is not
blown on zay, we only have a remembrance of the xtey. The gemara
ultimately rejects this idea, because the rule of not blowing a xtey on zay is
actually just opaxcn. It is therefore somewhat surprising that the (`xwie) ipwefg
quotes this approach.
The second approach, that oexkf adds to the dkld, has several variations. iyx
(`xwie), based on the gemara in ` cenr al dpyd y`x, says that the weqt is
telling us to do zepexkf and zextey. Oddly, he does not mention zeikln,
something which the (xz` lr) o"anx takes him to task for. A different
variation is given by Rav S R Hirsch, who believes that the weqt is telling to
look back on our past actions and to consider what we can do to improve
ourselves in the future. Finally, the Netziv feels that xtey ought to have a
higher level of dpeek than the “average”devn. He bases this on the gemara’s
`pin` ded in gk sc dpyd y`x that even if one believes that zekixv oi` zeevn
dpeek, still xiyl rwez would not be acceptable. While the gemara rejects this
line of thought, the Netziv believes that that there is still a higher
requirement of dpeek, it just is not `aekirl, as the gemara originally thought.
The final approach understands the xtey of dpyd y`x as being similar to the
other major discussion of blowing an instrument in the dxez, namely the list
in i wxt xacna. There the Chumash describes different situations where
zexvevg are blown. That section of Chumash concludes with the promise
“mkiwl` iptl oexkfl mkl dide” (that you will be remembered by 'd, i weqt).

May we be dkef to fulfill all the requirements suggested by the term oexkf
drexz and merit having 'd remember us in a positive way.

The Procedure for Tekias Shofar According to the Minhag of Congregation Beth Abraham

during the tekios demeyushav and should blow the shevarim-teruah with two
breaths during the tekios demeumad. 9

Dr. Barry Finkelstein

This is the basis for our practice to blow the shevarim-teruah with one breath
in the tekios demeyushav and with two breaths in the tekios demeumad.

There are many opinions regarding the kolos of shofar on Rosh Hashanah.
The practice in our shul1 is ideally to blow “bent”shevarim during the first
60 kolos and “straight”shevarim during the final 40 kolos. Shevarim-teruah
during the tekios demeyushav are blown with one breath, while
shevarim-teruah during the tekios demeumad are blown with two breaths.
During the final 40 kolos, the first set of shevarim-teruah are blown with one
breath and the final set of shevarim-teruah are blown with two breaths.
Explanation:
A. Shevarim-Teruah
There is a machlokes in the Rishonim whether the shevarim-teruah should
be blown with one breath or two breaths. Rabbenu Tam and the Rambam
maintain that it need not be blown with one breath; while the Ritz Geus,
Rosh and Ramban maintain that it must be blown with one breath.2 The basis
for the dispute is our doubt about the meaning of the word “teruah” in the
Torah. The pasuk3 instructs us “yom teruah yihyeh lachem.” The gemarah4
explains that we are not sure whether “teruah” means “genuchi” (longer
moans that we call “shevarim”) or “yeluli” (shorter sobs that we call
“teruah”) or both.
Therefore, we blow “shevarim,” “teruah” and
“shevarim-teruah.”5 All agree that people generally do not moan and then
sob without breathing in between and the position of Rabbeinu Tam and the
Rambam is, therefore, understood. However, the Ritz Geus, Rosh and
Ramban maintain that the “teruah”must be performed with one breath even
if it involves two different types of sounds. 6 Even according to the first
opinion, if one blew the shevarim-teruah with one breath, he fulfills the
mitzvah, b’dieved.7
The Shulchan Aruch8 writes that a yerai shamayim should conduct himself
according to both opinions and should blow shevarim-teruah with one breath

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

.`"hily xbxaep i"xbd x"en itn izrny jk
.(g,f"wq) my dlebd x`ae (vwz 'iq) xeh
.(`:hk) xacna
.(.cl) d"x 'nb
.(my) xeha x`eane ,(my 'nba) ixqwa eda` 'x zpwz
.(my) xeha mi`aen ,y"`xd ixac
.(f"iwq) a"na e`aed ,g"ae i"a
.(c"q) my

B. Shevarim
There are various minhagim regarding the shevarim. Many Russian and
Lithuanian communities have the tradition to blow “bent” shevarim
(Tu-U-Tu). Polish and Hungarian communities have the tradition to blow
“straight”shevarim.10 Many German communities also have the tradition to
blow “bent” shevarim. This is the basis for our practice to blow “bent”
shevarim for the tekios demeyushav and for the tekiyos demeumad and to
blow “straight”shevarim for the final 40 kolos.
C. The Number of kolos
According to Torah law, one must hear 9 kolos to fulfill the mitzvah of
hearing shofar on Rosh Hashanna, i.e. three “Teruah”sounds, preceded and
followed each time by a Tekiah.11 As explained above, there are three
possible explanations for the word “Teruah” referred to in the Torah, i.e.
what we colloquially refer to as shevarim, teruah or shevarim-teruah. We,
therefore, blow each one three times, preceded and followed by a Tekiah 12,
for a total of 30 kolos. This procedure fulfills the requirement for sounding
the shofar during malchios, zichronos and shofros of the mussaf shmoneh
esreh13; however, the gemara teaches us that this procedure should be
duplicated earlier in davening as well14 for a total of sixty kolos.15 The
minhag is to blow 100 kolos.16 The final forty kolos are blown at the end of
davening.

9. .zexteyl oke zepexkfl oke zeiklnl z"xz ,z"yz ,z"xyz rewzl mibdep ep` dpde
zeniyp 'aa ayeina jtidl mb zeyrl leki ok mibdepy zenewnac 'k (h"iwq) a"nae
oi`e zeniyp 'aa lkd zeyrl heytd bdpnde" (my) `"nxd 'ke .'` dniypa cnernao
."zepyl
10.oia weligdy mipe`be mipey`xa zeii`x daxd `iad mye .('d 'iq `"g) f"en 'qa 'ir
dnn miwlegd lr dywd mye .oebipd iepiya `le lewd zekix`a `ed driwze xay
k"ynl oiiv mpn` .driwzk didi `ly xayd jxe` oipra ixy` 'bdae 'qeza epcy
.xeay lew `l` heyt lew xayd oi`y o"anxd zyxca
11.(`"q vwz 'iq) r"eya x`eane ,(:bl d"x) 'nbe dpyn
12.(.cl d"x 'nb) ixqwa eda` 'x zpwz
13.'`e zeiklnl '`" i"yxte "yly yly ly yly zeriwz xcq" (:bl d"x dpyn) epipy
"zexteyl '`e zepexkfl
14.epbdpn itl r"eny mcew sqenae ,mipencwd bdpn itl zixgy zltza
15.ick oicner odyk oirixne oirweze oiayei odyk oirixne oirwez dnl", (.fh) 'nba `zi`
".ohyd aaxrl
16.d"lyd mya ok azk (a"wq evwz 'iq) a"na

Summary
As explained earlier, the core obligation on Rosh Hashanah is to hear 30
kolos. According to the practice in our shul, most opinions are satisfied.
The first set of 30 kolos is blown with shevarim-teruah done in one breath,
while the second set of 30 kolos is blown with shevarim-teruah in two
breaths. All 60 kolos in these first two sets are blown with “bent”shevarim
and, thus, bent shevarim are blown for shevarim-teruah with one breath and
for shevarim-teruah with two breaths. During the final 40 kolos, we blow
“straight” shevarim.
The first 30 of these kolos are blown with
shevarim-teruah in one breath. As explained earlier, even according to the
dissenting opinion, one fulfills his mitzvah if the shevarim-teruah was blown
with one breath. Therefore, the mitzvah is likewise satisfied according to the
opinion that “straight”shevarim is the proper form. The final 10 kolos are
blown with “straight”shevarim with shevarim-teruah blown in two breaths.

Themes of Rosh HaShana
HaRav Shlomo Elimelech Drillman1 , zt"l
Rosh Yeshiva, Yeshivas Rabbeinu Yitzchok Elchanan
Written by: Rabbi Benjamin Kelsen
I. ekxad xcq lr xtey zriwz
Note: The following is the first part of a lengthy shiur given by HaRav
Drillman in Elul of 5754, wherein he taught the following ideas that he had
learned from his Rebbe, The Rav, zt"l, at the annual Yarchei Kallah held by
The Rav, zt"l in Boston in 5742 (August of 1982).
According to the Ramban the term "Zichron Teruah" means that "this is the
day in which we are
remembered by d"awd through Teruah."
1. Born in Germany, Rabbi Drillman began studying with Rabbi Elchanan
Wasserman zt”l Hy”d in the famous Yeshivas Ohel Torah in Baronovich
at the age of twelve. HaRav Drillman served as a mishoreis to Reb
Elchanan, zt”l and would sleep at the Rosh Yeshiva’s home on Shabbos
and accompanied him on his travels during the bein hazemanim. In 1939,
urged by Reb Elchanan to leave Europe before the oncoming Churban,
HaRav Drillman applied for a visa to the United States. Unable to obtain
a visa HaRav Drillman spent time learning with the great Gaon HaRav
Baruch Ber Leibovitz, zt”l in Kaminetz before fleeing to Siberia with his
family for the duration of WWII. Rav Drillman came to America in 1946,
where he entered RIETS and became a talmid of Rabbi Yoseph Dov
Soloveitchik, zt”l until the latter’s retirement. HaRav Drillman also
received Semicha Yadin Yadin from HaRav Moshe Feinstein, zt”l.
HaRav Drillman was a rebbe at Yeshiva University’s High School for
Boys –Brooklyn and became a Rosh Yeshiva at RIETS in 1982 when the
high school closed. In addition to his shiur, Rabbi Drillman coordinated
the Halakha L’Maaseh program at the Yeshiva, thereby interacting with
every semicha student in the yeshiva. Rav Drillman also gave a popular
weekly shiur on Parshas HaShavua. HaRav Drillman was a powerful
orator, and he would excite audiences in Yeshiva not only with his
brilliant analysis and chiddushim but also with stories about life in
Europe, his experiences during the Holocaust, and his relationship with
the Gedolim of the previous generation.
In addition to the many hours that Rav Drillman spent delivering shiurim
and interacting with his talmidim at the yeshiva, he also served as rabbi
of the Glenwood Jewish Center, one of the first Orthodox shuls in the
greater Flatbush section of Brooklyn for almost forty years, helping to
turn Flatbush into the vibrant Jewish community it is today.

Rashi HaKadosh, on the other hand, interprets the notion of "Zichron
Teruah" as "zichron pesukei Zichronos u'pesukei Shofros." By this we mean
to say, that we are required to recite Malchios, Zichronos, and Shofros
sometime on Rosh HaShanah. Interestingly, it appears as though the Ramban
understands Rashi as being of the opinion that Malchios, Zichronos, and
Shofros are Chiyuvim m’Doraisa. This would mean that the obligation on
Rosh HaShanah is not only to blow the Shofar and produce a sound, but that
the concept of Zichron Teruah requires us to verbalize the concept through
the recitation of Malchios, Zichronos, and Shofros. While there is no doubt
that the concept of Malchios, Zichronos, and Shofros is based on the idea of
Zichron Teruah, it is interesting to note that we do not have a similar
obligation of a "Zikaron," a recitation of those pesukim in the Torah that
require us to do other Mitzvos, such as the Mitzvos of Lulav and eating
Matzah. This manifests a double Kiyum for Zichron Teruah: blowing shofar
per se as well as doing it in the framework of Malchios, Zichronos and
Shofros.
The Ramban poses a fascinating question: why does Rashi omit the idea of
Malchios from his commentary on Zichron Teruah, instead referring only to
Zichronos and Shofros? The Ramban answers this question as follows:
According to the Gemara in Maseches Rosh HaShanah (32a) the obligation
to recite Malchios is derived from a Binyan Av and the notion of Zichron
Teruah relates only to Zichronos and Shofros. Therefore Rashi only
mentions those categories that emanate specifically from Zichron Teruah,
though obviously Rashi, too, holds that the same obligation as with
Zichronos and Shofros exists regarding Malchios as well. The Ramban
himself, however, citing the Gemara in Rosh HaShanah Daf 34b, disagrees,
and states that the recitation of Malchios, Zichronos and Shofros within the
context of Tekias Shofar, as arising from Zichron Teruah is only an
asmachta and therefore Rabbinic in nature. The Gemara states that if one has
a choice to participate in one of two different services, one where he might
hear Tekias Shofar or one where he will definitely hear the Berachos of
Malchios, Zichronos and Shofros, the person is charged to attend the former.
We can see from this scenario that the obligation to hear the Shofar itself
takes precedence over the obligation to hear Malchios, Zichronos
and Shofros. Had both Mitzvos been m’Doraisa there would have been
no reason to prefer one tzibbur over the other. HaRav Drillman quoted the
Rav, zt"l who himself quoted Ha'Eimek She'eilah who, in defense of Rashi,
suggests that Rashi, in actuality, is in agreement with the position espoused
by the Geonim Kadmonim that Malchios, Zichronos and Shofros are
m’Doraisa only when combined with Tekias Shofar. Should there be no
Tekias Shofar, then the recitation of Malchios, Zichronos and Shofros are
merely m'drabbanan. This is proven by the Gemara cited above. If it is
preferable to go to the place where only the shofar will be blown without the
recitation of the Berachos of Malchios, Zichronos and Shofros, rather than
to go to a place where only the Berachos of Malchios, Zichronos and

Shofros will be recited without Tekias Shofar, then it must be that the
recitation of Malchios, Zichronos and Shofros are m'drabbanan. HaRav
Drillman further explained that according to the Ramban the term Zichron
Teruah means Zichron through the carrying out of the teruah while
according to Rashi it means Zichron of Teruah, i.e. through the recitation of
Malchios, Zichronos and Shofros. (However, the Ramban is still bothered as
to how we come to know that the word "Teruah" connotes the creating of a
sound with a Shofar as opposed to the Chatzotzros, trumpets. The Ramban
gives two possible answers. First, the Ramban suggests that as the pasuk in
Sefer Vayikra (25:9) states v'ha'avarta
"
shofar teruah" the mitzvah
of "Zichron Teruah" must be done with a shofar. Second, the Ramban
posits that since the Chatzotzros are not explicitly mentioned in the Parsha of
Rosh HaShanah but rather are introduced in Sefer Bamidbar we
can postulate that they were not intended for use in the fulfillment of the
Mitzvah of Shofar.)
II. mlFr zxd mFid
Note: The following is based upon a private conversation with HaRav
Drillman, zt"l which took place on Erev Rosh HaShanah 5755.
As we all know, Rosh HaShanah commemorates the creation of the
world. This idea is reflected in the Mussaf of Rosh HaShanah which
states "HaYom haras Olam...," "Today the world was born." According
to Chazal as brought down in Maseches Rosh HaShanah (27a), however,
the world was created on the 25th of Elul, so that the day that we celebrate
Rosh HaShanah, the first of the month of Tishrei, actually marks the sixth
day of creation, the day on which the Ribbono Shel Olam created Adam
HaRishon and Chava. HaRav Drillman asked: why do we commemorate
the creation of Man and not the creation of the whole world? This question is
especially vexing, as it would appear that the greater miracle occurred on the
25th of Elul. The Ramban, on Bereishis 1:1, and Rashi on Bereishis 1:14,
explain that on the first day of Creation d"awd created the entire universe ex
nihilo, from absolute nothingness. On the five following days d"awd
"formed" the various creations, making new entities though from existing
substance. As the Ba'al HaTanya explains in the Iggeres HaKodesh, Epistle
20, only the Ribbono shel Olam's essence, which is free of all limitation, can
bring about being from utter nothingness. HaRav Drillman answered that
the Torah refers to the 25th of Elul, the first day of the world's existence, in
Sefer Bereishis 1:5 as "yom echad" ("one day"). As Rashi (ad. loc.) quotes
from Bereishis Rabbah (83:8), this terminology is used as opposed to the
more intuitive "yom rishon" ("the first day"), thus indicating that on the first
day of creation, G-d was "alone in His world." Therefore despite its
uniqueness, the 25th day of Elul is overshadowed by Rosh HaShanah
because the creation of Man opened up a new and deeper relationship
between G-d and the created world.

As the Rambam explains in Hilchos Teshuvah (ch. 5): of all the
beings created by d"awd, Man alone can choose to accept Divine
sovereignty through the use of the gift of free will. Though obviously
d"awd creates and regulates everything in the universe, those creations do not
consciously choose to accept this relationship. In the words of The Rav, zt"l,
their link with the Ribbono Shel Olam flows from His creativity; and does
not result from their own decision making. With the creation of Man, d"awd
introduced the potential for voluntary acceptance of consent to His will.
HaRav Drillman cited the following analogy which he heard from his father,
zt"l: the difference between d"awd's relationship with Man and His
relationship with the remainder of creation can be understood by contrasting
two distinct forms of absolute rule, tyranny and sovereignty. A tyrant
exercises dominion over his subjects without their consent simply by virtue
of his might while the subjects of a sovereign, even if he is an absolute
ruler, may willingly accept his authority and seek his
sovereignty. Understanding that Man, unlike every other aspect of Creation,
has the choice of assenting to Divine dominion or rebelling against the same
still leaves us with a question. Why must Divine sovereignty be consciously
accepted by Man? d"awd's influence and presence in the world encompasses
every facet of creation and, in truth, Man is rarely able to recognize the
Divine Presence from this perspective. Why then, should our awareness and
recognition be of any importance? Chazal teach us in the Midrash
Tanchumah on Parshas Bechukosai (sec. 3) that d"awd created the world
because He "desired a dwelling place in the lower worlds." In order to
completely realize this desire, the establishment of a dwelling place requires
not only that the Divine be extended into those realms, but also that those
same worlds be aware of, and accept, the Kedushah in their midst. Only then
is the Makom HaShechinah in this world complete. Before the creation of
Man, Kedushah and this world appeared to be opposites; this world, the
Olam HaTachton, did not relate to the potential with which it is invested. It
is only with the creation of Man that the possibility for an internalized
awareness of Kedushah came into being.
Man was created not merely as an end in and of itself, for the purpose of
expressing oneness with d"awd in his own life. Rather, Man was also given
the potential to infuse the world with an awareness of the Divine. The
Zohar HaKadosh teaches us that Adam HaRishon gave expression to this
possibility on the very first day of his existence by suggesting to all of the
rest of creation, as Dovid HaMelech writes in Tehillim 95:6: "Come, let us
bow down; let us bend the knee before Hashem, our Maker." Chazal in
Maseches Shabbos (10a) explain that by refraining from work on Shabbos
we are sharing this superior relationship with d"awd with the entire world,
and thus Man becomes the Ribbono Shel Olam's partner, K'vayachol, in
creation. This approach to d"awd's relationship with creation and Man

explains why Rosh HaShanah, the day of man's creation, eclipses the
creation that began on the 25th of Elul - the potential for oneness with the
Ribbono Shel Olam that came into being only with the creation of Man
overshadows all previous levels of creation.
The question, however, remains as to why do our tefillos on Rosh HaShanah
proclaim that the world was formed on the first day of Tishrei? Even if it is
acknowledged that Rosh HaShanah takes precedence, it was still on the 25th
of Elul that the world itself was created. HaRav Drillman stated that this
question can be answered by looking at the Halachos of Tumah v'Taharah,
the laws of ritual purity. According to the Rambam in Hilchos Keilim (5:1),
the Halachos of Tumah v'Taharah only apply to objects that are complete.
For example, a piece of metal that is shapeless cannot become impure until it
is fashioned into a keli, a useful object. Though obviously the metal itself
exists, the Halachos of Tumah v'Taharah do not yet apply to the
material. On the other hand, certain types of objects may be deemed
complete at any one of a number of stages. For example, animal skins can be
used at one stage as blankets or, with further work, can be made into
clothing. With such items the question arises as to whether or not the object
can become Tamei, ritually impure, in a less developed, though still useful
state. The Mishnah in Maseches Keilim (Ch. 26:7-8) rules that the status
of the hide is dependent upon the owner. If the owner would be content with
the hide as a cover then the skin is considered impure. However, if the owner
were a tanner who would ordinarily be expected to further refine the skin, it
is pure. With an understanding of this halacha we can now understand the
status of creation before the creation of Man. The 25th of Elul and the
five days following revealed stunning Divine powers. However, the
creation of Man completely overshadowed the previous creations because
Man revealed a deeper purpose to creation and revealed that the world's prior
existence was to be considered unfinished. Through the creation of Man,
d"awd established a new definition for existence, according to which the
world did not previously exist as a complete entity. Therefore, the
anniversary of the creation of Man is considered to be the anniversary of
creation as a whole.
At the end of his discussion of the Tekufas HaGeulah in Hilchos Melochim,
the Rambam quotes the Navi Yeshayahu who prophesies in 11:9, that in the
times of Moshiach "the world will be filled with the knowledge of G-d as the
waters cover the ocean bed." In other words, the ultimate state of unity
between d"awd and the world will be expressed through universal
understanding of the ways of Hashem and that this will be accomplished
through the efforts of Man. However, the reaching of such a madreiga, a
level, depends on our ability to perceive and express the kedushah within the
world. It is only by developing a conscious bond with d"awd and extending
that relationship into every element of our existence that we can bring closer

the time when that connection will blossom into complete fulfillment in
the coming of the Geulah Sheleimah. May we be zoche to attain this goal in
the immediate future.

Above and Beyond Using a Ram’s Horn for Tekiat Shofar
Seth Lebowitz
What is a shofar? Any kindergartener who is asked this question will easily
and proudly explain that a shofar is a ram’s horn that we blow in shul on
Rosh HaShana. Indeed, in etwz 'iq g"F` r"Ey, the xagn writes d"x ly xtFy"
"...sEtke li` lya Fzevn- the most proper way to perform the mitzvah of shofar
is with a curved ram’s horn. Although the xagn continues and writes that
carica all zFxtFy are mixyk (other than a cow’s horn or other horns that lack
the physical characteristics of a shofar), there is a clear preference for a
ram’s horn. The same kindergarten student will also explain (at least when
he gets to first or second grade) that the use of a ram’s horn as a shofar
reminds us of the ram that replaced Yitzchak as an dlFr to d"awd at the
Akeidah. But the Torah never instructs us to blow a ram’s horn for the
mitzvah of shofar, so the source of this practice requires clarification.
Let us examine the views of two rishonim on whether a shofar is truly
required to be a ram’s horn, or if other horns will suffice. The Rambam
states clearly that a shofar must be the horn of a ram in all circumstances.
"yakd oxwn ueg oileqt zexteyd lke ,setkd miyakd oxw `ed ... ea oirwezy xteye" .1
This is an extreme position, with nearly all the other rishonim disagreeing
with the Rambam, as the Tur says oxwn uEg milEqt zFxtFyd lk azk l'f m"anxde
eilr Eqtz lkde miyakd.2
The contrary position –that a shofar need not necessarily be made from a
ram’s horn— is well illustrated by the Ramban, who writes about the
definition of a shofar in both his miyEcig on dpyd y`x zkqn and at some
length in his dpyd y`xl dyxc.3 The Ramban summarizes his dhiy as
follows:
,mitEtk oia mihEyt oia carica mixyk zFxtFyd lk :xtFya zFcn yFly eiykr `vnp"
(mitEtkd on `Ede) li` lya xgaEnd on devnE...mitEtka devn dligzklE ,dxt lyn uEg
4
"...dcwrd oFxkfl
1. `:` xtFy 'ld m"anx. It should be noted that an li` is an adult male yak and
it is assumed here that they are essentially the same animal for purposes of
shofar. See ` :e"twz f"h
2. e"twz 'iq g"F` xEh
3. The approach of the Ramban to the kashrut of a shofar is adopted (with
different nuances in certain cases) by the Rosh, Ran, and Ritva. The Rashba
may have a different approach, but it is still much closer to the Ramban’s
understanding than to that of the Rambam.
4. dpyd y`xl dyxc

So in contradistinction to the Rambam, who believes that a shofar must be
made from a ram’s horn, the Ramban lists three aspects in the kashrut of a
shofar. First, all shofarot are carica mixyk other than a cow’s horn.5
Second, l"fg chose certain shofarot (those with a bent shape) from among the
kosher shofarot as a mitzvah dligzkl. Third (and only third in importance),
a ram’s horn is considered to be xgaEnd on devn because it is reminiscent of
wgvi zcwr.6
The source of this zwFlgn is varying interpretations of the first two7
mishnayot in masechet Rosh Hashsana that focus on the mitzvah of tekiat
shofar8, and the relationship between these mishnayot. The first of these
mishnayot records a zwFlgn between the tana kama and Rabbi Yosi
regarding whether a cow’s horn is an exception to the general rule that all
shofarot are valid for use on Rosh Hashana. The tana kama says that a
cow’s horn is not valid, while Rabbi Yosi argues that it is valid. The second
of these mishnayot records, among other issues not directly relevant here, a
machloket between a tana kama and Rabbi Yehuda regarding whether the
shofar that is blown on Rosh Hashsana is from a “hEyt lri”or from “mixkf
mitEtk.” The gemara explains that the machloket in the second mishna is
based on a disagreement about what is the preferred physical posture9 for
prayer on a day associated with tekiat shofar –those who believe that an
upright posture is preferable say to use hEyt lri, while those who believe
that a bent posture is preferable say to use mitEtk mixkf. The gemara’s
conclusion appears to be “mitEtka... d"x ly devn.”
The Rambam somehow draws the conclusion from these mishnayot and the
accompanying discussion in the gemara that the only valid shofar is a ram’s
horn. The link between the mishnayot and this conclusion is not clear on its
face or from the Rambam’s dpWnd yExt. The Maggid Mishneh explains that
the Rambam interprets these two mishnayot as being linked in a four-way
machloket. The tana kama in the first mishna states that all shofarot are
valid except for a cow’s horn while Rabbi Yosi disagrees and says that even
a cow’s horn is a valid shofar. A different anonymous tana kama states that
5. The Ramban makes this statement against the background of his
understanding that the horns of certain animals do not have the physical
characteristics necessary to be considered a shofar (an inner piece
surrounded by a hollow shell which can be removed and used as a shofar)
and thus the horns of such animals are not even part of the discussion of
what constitutes a proper shofar for the mitzvah.
6. The Ramban learns about this third characteristic from a statement of
Rabbi Abahu on .fh sc in dpyd y`x, discussed below.
7. `xnbd zwElg itl
8. :ek - .ek sc d"x
9. siikc dnk d"c :ek sc d"x i"yx

the straight horn of a yael is required, and Rabbi Yehuda states that the
curved horn of a ram is required.10 The Maggid Mishneh’s explanation of
this difficult-to-understand psak of the Rambam leaves us with several
questions, not least of which is the wording of the mishnayot themselves,
which do not give any indication that the anonymous tana kama in two
consecutive mishnayot disagree with each other in a way that is fundamental
to understanding a halacha applicable to the whole Jewish people each year.
Another is that while the first mishna and its discussion in the gemara go
into fundamental reasons why a certain type of shofar may not be valid for
use, the second mishna does no such thing.
The Lechem Mishneh offers an alternative explanation of the Rambam,
according to which the Rambam understands the first mishna to be about
which shofarot are valid or invalid dxFzd on. The second mishna is about
which shofarot are valid or invalid, even carica, on the basis of a rabbinic
decree.11 While the Lechem Mishneh’s explanation appears to formally
answer several difficulties that arise out of the Maggid Mishnesh’s
interpretation, it also leaves us with several difficulties –such as why would
chazal invalidate perfectly acceptable shofarot even carica? While
reflecting the proper posture during tefila on Rosh Hashana is certainly
important, if it is not required by the Torah as an essential feature of the
shofar, why should a community or individual who owns a non-curved or
non-ram’s horn (but clearly dxFzd on xyk) shofar be unable to fulfill the
mitzvah?
The Ramban, on the other hand, interprets these two mishnayot as two
separate machlokot –the first about the basic halacha of what is acceptable as
a shofar, and the second, once the principles of the first are established,
about what shape of shofar is preferable, but not required. 12
On .fh sc in dpWd y`x zkqn the gemara quotes the following statement: xn`"
ly xteya iptl erwz :`ed jexa yecwd xn` - ?li` ly xteya oirwez dnl :eda` iax
mknvr mzcwr eli`k mkilr ip` dlrne ,mdxa` oa wgvi zciwr mkl xekf`y ick ,li`
".iptl - “Rabbi Abahu asked: Why do people blow a shofar made from a
ram’s horn? Because God said: Sound a ram’s horn shofar before Me, and I

10. `:` xtFy dpyn cibn
11. `:` xtFy dpyn mgl
12. An essential issue in understanding this second mishna is whether the
machloket is only about the shape of a shofar or also about the species of
animal that it comes from. While the Rambam appears to believe the
machloket is about both issues, the Ramban states that shape but not species
is the subject of the mishna, and the species mentioned are merely examples
of shofarot that have the desired shape.

will remember the Akeida and consider it as though you have sacrificed
yourselves to Me.”
This statement is understandable according to the Rambam’s approach (at
least as explained by the Maggid Mishneh). Rabbi Abahu assumes that
everyone uses a ram’s horn for a shofar, and attributes this practice to an
idea that emanated from God, which fits with the position that use of a ram’s
horn is inherent to the Torah’s mitzvah of tekiat shofar. Apparently Rabbi
Abahu is teaching us that part of the mitzvah of shofar is to serve as a
“reminder”of the Akeida, so that the great merit of Avraham’s actions will
be a merit to us, his descendants, at Rosh Hashana each year.13 But to the
Ramban (or even to the Rambam as explained by the Lechem Mishneh), who
believes that a ram’s horn is not called for at all by the Torah, how is one to
understand the phrasing "d"awd xn`"?
The Ramban addresses this problem and explains that Rabbi Abahu is asking
about the minhag to use a ram’s horn that he had observed, and that Rabbi
Abahu answers that God told us to blow a shofar (as defined by the
mishnayot in the third perek) and d"awd will remember Akeidat Yitzchak as a
result. Once Akeidat Yitzchak is associated with the mitzvah, there is an
added hiddur or xgaEnd on devn to use the horn of a ram for the mitzvah.
This explanation is difficult to understand, however, because it appears to be
circular --to the Ramban there is no connection between the Akeida and the
mitzvah of tekiat shofar until after the advent of the minhag to use a ram’s
horn as a shofar, so why would God tell us He will remember the Akeida
when we blow a shofar (of any sort)?
The Ritva answers this question by interpreting Rabbi Abahu’s answer
differently.14 devnd oiyFre eikxca oiwifgny onf lky mdxa`l d"awd gihad ixd"
"Fzcwr mdl xFkfiy ,daga. According to this interpretation, God established a
principle at the dawn of Jewish history that when Avraham’s descendants
show great devotion to God’s commands (“daga devnd oiyFr”), in some way
approximating Avraham’s devotion to God’s command exemplified by his
actions in the Akeidah, God will consider the descendants to have performed
an act of devotion to God comparable to Avraham’s at the Akeidah.
The Ritva’s explanation seems to be either equally circular to that of the
Ramban, or to fail to explain why we use a ram’s horn, since to the Ritva
there is no inherent connection between a shofar and the Akeidah. Perhaps
the explanation is that there is no direct connection between the fact that
13. See i"yx on (...dcb` yxcnE) mFid d"c bi :ak ziy`xa ; see also :ep dax ziy`xa
h
14.fh d"x `"ahix

God’s promise to Avraham relates to the Akeida and the fact that the ram’s
horn here is reminiscent of the Akeida. Rather, when bnai yisrael go above
and beyond God’s explicit dictates regarding a mitzvat aseh, they emulate
Avraham’s love for God’s commands. So when the Jewish nation
maneuvers within the Torah’s definition of a shofar to incorporate extra
minEiw --first a symbol of how prayer should be conducted and then a
reminder both for us and (lFkiak) for God of the Akeida, these actions are
comparable in some sense with those of Avraham. Of course Avraham
Avinu followed God’s command to sacrifice his son, but even with the most
difficult command one can imagine, he refused to be satisfied with the
minimum of what he had been commanded, sacrificing a ram “Fpa zgz”- “in
place of his son.”
Many communities, including our own, are fortunate to use the horn of a ram
for the mitzvah of tekiat shofar. May our performance of tekiat shofar above
and beyond the minimum requirements –both in the sense of the Ramban’s
xgaEnd on devn and in the sense of being miiwn the opinion of the Rambam
despite the fact that the halacha does not follow him in this case-- set an
example for our devotion to God’s commands throughout the coming year,
and may God consider to our merit that we sacrificed ourselves before Him.
Enzgze Eazkz daFh dpyl

Tekiat Shofar and the Complexity of Crying
Rabbi Avie Schreiber
driwz ,drExz ,mixay ,driwz - these sounds, ingrained in us from our youth,
conjure up a myriad of feelings and associations. The sounds of the shofar
are perhaps intentionally cryptic, allowing each of us to experience them in
our own way with complexity and nuance. Nevertheless, attempting to
decode the message of the sounds is useful in order to reveal facets of
meaning that we can incorporate into our fulfillment of the Mitzvah of zriwz
xtFy. This article will focus on the meaning of the sounds of mixay and
drExz.
The sounds we refer to as mixay and drExz originate from the wEqt in xacna
29:1, ":mkl didi drexz mei ...ycgl cg`a iriayd ycgae". From the word "drExz" ,
l"fg learn that the central sound we are mandated to hear on Rosh HaShana
is a broken sound resembling crying, as qElwpE` translates "`aai mei" - “a day
of crying.” But what kind of crying sound are we supposed to hear? The
Gemara in a cenr bl sc dpyd y`x zkqn tells us that there is a dispute
regarding this point.
:xaq xne ,gpb igepb :xaq xn ...mkl didi drexz mei aizkc ,ibilt i`ce `da :iia` xn`"
".lili ileli
One school of thought defines the drExz sound as dgipb - groaning, which we
refer to as mixay (three slightly elongated sounds), and one school of thought
defines it as dlili - sobbing, which we refer to as drExz (nine very short
sounds). i"yx explains each view in more detail.
.odizegipba oikix`ny milegd jxck ,ealn gpebd mc`k - gpb igepb
.dfl df oikenq mixvw zelew ,opewne dkead mc`k - lili ileli
Rashi explains that dgipb is a type of crying typically expressed by someone
who is suffering from an illness, while dlili is a type of crying akin to a
lament, which is typically expressed by someone experiencing bereavement
and loss.
What is the significance of these two types of crying sounds, and why should
we be obligated to hear specifically one or the other on Rosh HaShana? By
delving into the process of daEyz, we can begin to understand the meaning
of these “shofar cries.”
The Rav z”l in daEyzd lr and Rav Kook z”l in daEyzd zFxF` describe many
different types and forms of daEyz. Let us focus on two of the types they
describe:
Rav Kook, in '` wxt of daEyzd zFxF` describes a type of daEyz that he refers
to as zirah daEyz - natural repentance. He explains: xqEn mi`xFwy dn `Ed
ixd ...`hga ltpyk ,jxcd on xqykE ,dxyi jxca zkll `Ed ziyFp`d ytpd rah .zFilM

...a`Mn bbFnzn `Ede Faal z` ai`cn zExyi ly dfd yEgd . Rav Kook explains that
on a basic level, daEyz is motivated by a natural impulse to remove oneself
from the stain of sin. Due to a person’s conscience and inner sense of right
and wrong, he experiences revulsion at his own behavior and is propelled to
improve his ways.
In daEyzd lr , the Rav expresses a similar idea, albeit in stronger terms. Rav
Soloveitchik, in the chapter entitled “Thou Shouldst Enter the Covenant of
the Lord,”writes: “Sin is ... a disease and it ... reaches human consciousness
through the language of suffering, through deep and piercing pain, through
spiritual agony which can be sharper and more unbearable than any bodily
suffering.”
This view expressed by the Rav and Rav Kook is based on an elevated and
hopeful understanding of the human soul. It embraces the idea that the
“natural state” of a person is to be just and good, as Rav Kook states
explicitly, "dxyi jxca zkll `Ed ziyFp`d ytpd rah" - “the nature of the human
soul is to follow the just path.”Because of this, a person’s soul is sensitive
to the effects of his sin and he yearns to return to his original, natural state.
According to this, "daEyz" - “return”means returning to one’s own self returning to one’s natural state of goodness and purity.
There is a second type of daEyz that Rav Kook discusses. It is daEyz that
emanates, not merely from a sense of spiritual pain and agony due to the sin,
but rather from a sense of loss that is caused by the sin - the loss of one’s
connection to d"awd and to all that is holy and meaningful in life.
Rav Kook, in a wxt of daEyzd zFxF`, compares and contrasts “sudden
repentance” to “gradual repentance.” In his description of “gradual
repentance,” Rav Kook powerfully describes how `hg separates us from
d"awd. He writes:
`Ed `ld Epay aFhde xyFide ,jk lk xyie aFh `Ed lFkd zn`a `lde
xExt ,lkd on rExw zFidl xyt` ji`e ,lkd l` Epzn`zdn `a
dxkd `idy ,Ff dxkd jFznE .aygp `lky wc wa`k cxtEn ,dpEyn
...dad`n daEyz d`a ,zn`a ziwFl`
It is true that the ‘the Source of All [Existence]’is good
and just. And the goodness and integrity within us
emanates from aligning ourselves with ‘the Source of All
[Existence]’. How could we remain torn from ‘the Source
of All [Existence]’ separated from it like an almost
non-existent bit of dust? From this awareness, which is a
true Godly awareness, dad`n daEyz results.
Rav Aharon Lichtenstein shlita states this as well in his inimitable fashion:

As a result of sin, the personal relationship between man
and God has been fractured, if not ruptured. It has been
fractured because, in sinning, man himself is corrupted,
spiritually corroded, and hence less worthy and less
capable of having a relationship with God. It has been
fractured because the sin itself, apart from the evil inherent
within it, is an affront to God. Hence, whatever
relationship a person had enjoyed with God is adversely
affected by sin.
This aspect of daEyz is based on the understanding that the natural state of a
person is to be 'da wEac - to be connected and intimately bound up with
d"awd. Rav Kook states this explicitly and poetically in many places. In zlFr
di`x, for example, Rav Kook writes:
`l` ,llk wqtd mEy `la dcFc lr zwtxznE dtr `id .zlltzn cinz `id dnypd"
".lrFta dlbzn dxiczd ziznypd dlitzd ixd ziyrnd dltzd zryay
“The soul is constantly praying. It yearns for its Beloved without cease, but
at the time of actual prayer, the continuous prayer of the soul is revealed in
action.”
As a result of a person’s powerful natural inner connection to 'd, the loss of
that connection is felt acutely in the wake of sin. daEyz, in this sense, means
returning to d"awd and repairing the relationship that the person once
enjoyed.
To summarize, there are (at least) two effects of sin. Firstly, by straying form
one’s natural state of goodness, sin infects a person with spiritual illness
accompanied by symptoms of pain and disgust. Secondly, sin drives away
d"awd and holiness from one’s life, leaving the sinner with a deep sense of
loss and mourning. Consequently, daEyz as well entails two aspects.
Returning to one’s natural state of aFh and returning to d"awd. Rav Aharon
Lichtenstein shlita encapsulates these two types of teshuva in an essay
entitled, “Teshuva: Repentance and Return 1”He writes:

consequently two different types of teshuvah. As Rashi explains, dgipb
which is "milegd jxck" - “in the way that an ill-stricken person cries” emanates from the sense of illness that sin imparts to the sinner. This is the
“natural teshuvah”that Rav Kook describes. Our internal sense of holiness
and goodness causes us to feel “sick” with shame and pain at our actions.
We desire to return to our natural self, to our natural state of goodness. We
are compelled to express our pain in the form of "dgipb" - groaning.
dlili - sobbing, on the other hand is crying of a different order. As Rashi
explains "opewne dkead mc`k" - “like a person who cries and laments (in
mourning.)”This emanates from a sense of zEla` - from a sense of void and
loss caused by sin. We have lost what is dear to us; we have lost our
connection to d"awd - to the Source of all existence. We are overwhelmed by
the enormity of the gulf that now separates us from our Creator. We yearn to
be reunited with our Beloved. We are induced to tears of mourning - to
crying in the form of "dlili."
Thus, the cries of mixay and drExz express two types of crying because they
reflect two effects of sin and consequently two types of Teshuvah.
May these powerful sounds serve to purify us from the negative affects of
sin, returning us to our own true selves and reuniting us with d"awd. Just as
the mixay and the drExz are flanked by the strong triumphant sounds of the
driwz2, so too, may our cries lead us to emerge strong and confident in
ourselves and in our relationship with d"awd.

Thus, teshuva becomes not only a process whereby a
person, recognizing sin and dissociating himself from it,
goes on to purify and purge himself of the negative
influence of sin, but, beyond that, also a process of
reconciliation, of rebuilding bridges to God, of removing
barriers which sin has established between the sinner and
God.
Now we can understand the significance of dgipb as opposed to dlili. These
two sounds represent and express two different effects of sin - and
1. See www.vbm-torah.org for full article.

2. Phraseology taken form a sicha delivered by Rav Moshe Lichtenstein,
Tishrei 5770.

Shofar Shel Rosh HaShanah VeShofar Shel Yovel
Moshe Kahan
“Would a girl from Class 401 – not Moshe Kahan – please come to the
office!” blared over the loudspeaker. I stood in the classroom feeling
slightly confused. I was a freshman in high school and I had been elected at
the beginning of the school year to the grand position of class president.
This primarily consisted of being sent to the office any time a teacher was
more than two minutes late to class, by my classmates who were clamoring
for a free period. So the announcement that a female representative of class
401 was required and that the normal representative –me –should not show
up, made sense. And yet my double exclusion, a general one by my being a
boy, and then another exclusion specific to me, left me feeling disquieted, as
though my teenage masculinity were being questioned by the secretary who
manned the loudspeakers in the high school office. We face a similar
conundrum in understanding the Rambam at the beginning of Hilchot Shofar
Perek Bet:
miyp la` ,mixxgeyn micare mixbe mil`xyie miel mipdk xtey lew renyl oiaiig lkd"
".oixeht miphwe micare
My double inclusion in the mitzvah of shofar, both as a member of the
Jewish people and as a Kohen, gives pause at the beginning of Rambam's
treatment of the mitzvah of shofar.
The Rambam is quoting verbatim the `ziixa from Masechet Rosh HaShanah
29a. There, right after this long version of the `ziixa, a similar shorter
version is introduced where only Kohanim, Leviim and Yisraelim are
mentioned. The Gemara then asks our question as to why the `ziixa chose
to specifically include Kohanim. The answer that is ultimately accepted is
that there is a connection between Yovel and Rosh Hashana with regard to
shofar, per the Mishnah on 26b, "zekxale driwzl dpyd y`xl laeid dey."
Therefore, only those Jews who can participate in the Yovel should
participate in Rosh Hashana. Kohanim form an exception, in that Yovel
does not affect their land sales the way it does the rest of nachalat Yisrael,
which returns to the “rightful” owner once the 50-year cycle is complete.
Since Kohanim and Leviim don't participate in Yovel, there is a hava amina
that they don't participate in the mitzvah of Rosh Hashana, and thus the need
for a specific inclusion in the `ziixa. The same logic applies to the
additional groups of people listed in the first `ziixa, who also do not
participate in the land reversal halachot of Yovel. The Gemara in Erchin 4a
has the same shakla v'tarya (discussion), but rejects the hava amina that
Kohanim would not participate in Rosh Hashana because of their
non-participation in Yovel, explaining that Kohanim do participate in gEly
micar and mitqk zhnyd during Yovel. One may wonder why mitqk zhnyd
is cited to demonstrate the inclusion of Kohanim in Yovel, as mitqk zhnyd

is a oic in dhiny and not in Yovel. The Baalei HaTosafot address this
question, suggesting that since without Yovel there would be no dhiny,
there is sufficient connection between the two areas of halacha to support the
claim that Kohanim “participate”in Yovel. Even without this explanation of
the Tosafot we still have the halacha of micar gEly to include Kohanim in
Yovel.
Ostensibly we should be done. The Rambam cites the language of this first
`ziixa, about which the Gemara has explained why Kohanim need a specific
inclusion. However, a number of questions now arise.
First is the fascinating connection between Yovel and Rosh Hashana. Is
there some intrinsic connection between these two areas of halacha? The
Rambam and Rashi explicitly say that there is not. Rashi (Rosh Hashana
26b “driwzl dpyd y`xl laeid dey”ligznd xEac) says, laeia ezriwzc ab lr s`e"
ikd elit` ,zecy zxikn zhnyde micar geliy oniql `l` oexkfl `le dltzl `l
"iriay iriay dey dxifbl dl opixnb.... In other words, Rashi thinks that despite
the fact that Rosh Hashana and Yovel do not share a thematic connection,
nonetheless the dey dxifb of iriay iriay still applies. In a similar vein,
Rambam in Sefer HaMitvot 137, in his discussion of the mitzvah of blowing
shofar on Yovel Yom Kippur, explains that the blowing of the shofar on
Yovel serves to publicize the slaves' freedom and is a form of
announcement, while on Rosh Hashana shofar comes to give us a “zikaron”
before Hashem. (This difference could account for the fact that the mitzvah
on Rosh Hashana is to listen to the shofar, while the mitzvah of shofar
during Yovel is to blow the shofar, with a possible difference in the birkat
hamitzvah reflecting this distinction.) The Chinuch on the same mitzvah
(Mitzvah 371) emphasizes this distinction, explaining that while the tekiot
on Rosh Hashana are meant to concentrate our thoughts on the akeida, the
shofar on Yovel comes to publicize the liberty being given to all slaves.
However, in the Mishorshei Hamitzvah, he does present a possible thematic
commonality, indicating that the connection may be more than a mere
technical dey dxifb. He explains that the sound of the shofar is known for its
property of waking people up, arousing them emotionally “either to war or to
peace.” Thus, the sound of the shofar on Yovel instilled in both the masters
and slaves the strength to sever their long-standing, possibly mutually
beneficial connection. This general concept of the shofar as a powerful
spiritual public address system connects the shofar of Yovel to the shofar of
Rosh Hashana with regard to all of the technical details of shofar (using a
shofar versus some other musical instrument, its shape, and the number of
tekiot and teruot that are required), while their spiritual goals differ.
While the Rambam, Rashi, and Chinuch do not identify any deeper
connection between Rosh Hashana and Yovel, there are two issues that
remain to be addressed. The `ziixa in Erchin applies this connection
between Yovel and Rosh Hashana to actually exclude Kohanim from the

mitzvah itself, which points to a more intrinsic relationship. Even if we
choose to discount this piece of evidence, as this hava amina is ultimately
rejected by the `ziixa, we still need to understand the issue of the nine
berachot which comprise malchuyot, zichronot, and shofarot. The Gemara
explicitly understands the connection between Rosh Hashana and Yovel to
include the fact that we use the mussaf davening of Rosh Hashana for the
Yovel Yom Kippur davening, to the point that the Gemara wonders about
the applicability to Yovel of "jiyrn zlgz mFid df". If the only purpose of
shofar on Yovel were to serve as a spiritual public address system, the usage
of the Rosh Hashana davening for Yovel would be strange. Consider the
Chinuch on Mitzvah 330, who explains that Yovel comes to declare
Hashem's kingship over the world by proclaiming that everything in the
world is His. Thus, all of our mortal concepts of ownership are superseded
by the divine singular ownership of Hashem. This theme, of course, is
related to Rosh Hashanah, which is largely focused on the kingship of
Hashem and His greater immanence during Rosh Hashana and the entire
Yamim Noraim period.
We can apply this understanding to the mishnah on Rosh Hashana 26b,
which equates the two mitzvot as follows: driwzl dpyd y`xl laeid dey"
"zekxale. There are two connections between Rosh Hashana and Yovel
deriving from the dey dxifb of iriay iriay. One is the fact that shofar is used
on both occasions and the dey dxifb demands a technical equivalence in what
type of shofar is used and how the shofar is used on both occasions.
However, there is another manifestation of the connection between Rosh
Hashana and Yovel, which speaks to the intrinsic nature of both occasions as
public manifestations of the kingship of Hakadosh Baruch Hu. That
connection, though, is limited to the berachot and does not affect the reason
that the shofar is used on either day. The shofar on Rosh Hashana is a form
of tefillah, evoking thoughts of the akeidah, while on Yovel the shofar is
used to to announce that liberty has arrived. Therefore, when the `ziixa
connects Yovel and Rosh Hashana to exclude kohanim, it does so based on
the intrinsic connection that is evidenced in the berachot being the same.
The shofar itself, however, fulfills separate and distinct roles on each of the
two days.
A second question that we need to address goes back to the specific
inclusion of Kohanim in the mitzvah of shofar. While the Rambam is
merely using the language of the longer `ziixa, I believe we can still try to
understand why the Rambam chooses to begin with this usage. The Gemara
in Erchin includes several versions of this `ziixa, including Kohanim,
Leviim, and Yisraelim for a variety of mitzvot such as sukkah, tzitzit,
tefillin, mikra megillah, and zimun. The Rambam does not quote any of
these braitot when he introduces each of these other mitzvot in the Yad
Hachazakah. (A possible exception is zimun, where the `ziixa is not quoted
explicitly but the Rambam does address the concern that one might think

Kohanim who are eating kodshim or terumah are not included in zimun.).
So if we return to our original topic, why quote this `ziixa and specifically
include Kohanim? I would like to suggest three possible reasons.
1. The `ziixa that the Rambam does quote is the longer `ziixa
from Rosh Hashana, which provides a fuller list and serves as a
good framework for discussing the mitzvah of shofar. The
parallel braitot about other mitzvot only include Kohanim,
Leviim and Yisraelim, and the Rambam does not assume that
anyone would think Kohanim and Leviim would not participate
in any of the other the mitzvot such as tzitzit, for example.
2. The Rambam before and after Perek Bet makes extensive use
of the comparison to Yovel in discussing the shofar and the
required number of tekiot. Perhaps in light of this, the
Rambam judged it wise to include the longer `ziixa, as the
hava amina of excluding those who do not participate in Yovel
was more attractive in light of the numerous other comparisons
to Yovel.
3. Rosh Hashana speaks to the manifestation of the kingship of
Hakadosh Baruch Hu. As noted earlier, this theme provides a
possible connection to Yovel. Paradoxically, the `ziixa wanted
to use this connection to exclude Kohanim, but this very same
idea could motivate the Rambam to include a list of all the
King's subjects who must to listen to the sounds of the shofar
as another way of making manifest the kingship of Hakadosh
Baruch Hu on this day. While there may be technical
exceptions, such as women who are patur because of mitzvot
aseh shehazman grama, the overriding theme of Rosh Hashana
and Yovel is the kingship of Hashem as manifest in the land
(during Yovel), in the people (during Rosh Hashana and
Yovel) and in their regular possessions (mitqk zhnyd). As an
introduction to the mitzvah of shofar, what better way to begin
than to list the King's subjects---Kohanim, Leviim, and
Yisraelim— who all stand on this day to accept Hashem's
sovereignty.
May we all merit to see the ultimate manifestation of the kingship of
Hakadosh Baruch Hu together Epinia dxdna.

Kamtza and Bar Kamtza Did the Grasshoppers Learn the Lesson?
Shlomo Wohlberg
Quick, what is the classic mpg z`py gemara? You probably answered
Kamtza and Bar Kamtza. While dxFzl mipt miray (there are seventy facets
to the Torah), let’s not miss the grasshopper at our feet and take a closer look
at the gemara itself (which curiously never mentions the phrase “mpg z`py”).
Gitin 55b: dywne cinz cgtn mc` ixy`' (ci :g"k ilyn) :aizkc i`n ,opgei iax xn`"
"...'?drxa leti eal - “Rabbi Yochanon said, what is the meaning of the pasuk:
‘Happy is the person who is constantly afraid, and he who hardens his heart
will fall into misfortune?’Because of Kamtza and Bar Kamtza Yerushalayim
was destroyed, because of a rooster and a hen [the city of] Tur Malka was
destroyed, because of the shaft of a carriage [lit.: litter] [the city of] Betar
was destroyed.”Rashi: “cgtn: he who worries about the consequence of his
actions, so that nothing bad will result from what he does.” The gemara then
continues with the story of Kamtza and Bar Kamtza.
Based on the introductory pasuk of R Yochanon, we have a very different
perspective of this gemara, a “clFpd z` d`Fx”perspective, and based on this
viewpoint we can understand each detail of the story in a new light and learn
a different type of lesson. From a mpg z`py standpoint, the host throws Bar
Kamtza out which was caused by and which leads to mpg z`py, and the rest
of the story is the consequence. But from an “cinz cgtn mc` ixy`”
standpoint, each step of the story teaches a lesson of considering the
consequence of our acts. Perhaps the host should have been more careful
when he instructed his servant, perhaps the servant should have paid more
attention to whom he was inviting, perhaps Bar Kamtza, who Rashi says was
a Jew, should have realized he was causing a lot more damage than just a
little trouble for the Rabbis, and perhaps R’Zechariah ben Avkulis should
have allowed the korban. Granted, all of this is in hindsight, and hindsight is
20/20, but the lesson still stands.
Now we can also understand the connection of Kamtza and Bar Kamtza to
the other two stories of destruction that R’ Yochanon mentions in his
introduction. “Because of a rooster and a hen [the city of] Tur Malka was
destroyed” - briefly, the gemara on 57a explains that the custom at a
wedding was that a rooster and a hen would walk in front of the chosson and
kallah (perhaps the precursor to our minhag of the parade of family and
friends walking down the aisle to the chuppah). One fine day at a wedding
procession, a passing band of Roman soldiers seized the rooster and hen.
The angry Jews yelled “Chaptzem!” Word got back to the Roman general,
who ultimately destroyed the city of Tur Malka. The third story, “because of

the shaft of a carriage [lit.: litter] [the city of] Betar was destroyed” is
similar. The lesson from both the latter two stories is clearly “mc` ixy`
cinz cgtn”- due to lack of calm foresight, the Roman army was needlessly
antagonized and destruction resulted. So too, the story of Kamtzah and Bar
Kamztah, as related in the gemara, is not about mpg z`py, but about “ixy`
cinz cgtn mc`”; one must always consider the consequences of his acts.
Furthermore, what exactly is the reason we encounter such strange names in
the story of Kamtzah and Bar Kamtza? In Aramaic, Kamtzah is a
grasshopper; who (besides a kung fu monk) would name a kid “grasshopper”
or “son of grasshopper”? And what are the odds that the two should end up
in the same story? Interestingly enough, we find two places in Tanach where
people are referred to as “grasshoppers”: 1) Bamidbar 33:13, the meraglim
(spies) said that they were like “grasshoppers”(targum = kakamtzin) in the
eyes of the giants, and 2) in the haftorah of shabbos nachamu, Yeshaya
40:22, Hashem sits high up in the sky and the inhabitants of the earth are like
“grasshoppers”(targum = kakamtzin). In both places the idea is that people
are small and insignificant compared to the big picture. Perhaps this is part
of the lesson of Kamtzah and Bar Kamtzah and the other two stories. Bar
Kamtzah felt that his slight was so great, it was worthy to be taken to the
Supreme Court, so to speak. In the other two stories the Jews felt that their
slight was so great that the Roman soldiers needed to be punished. The
lesson is that although we all think our personal agendas are big and
important, we are actually small grasshoppers and we must consider how our
acts will affect the bigger picture, and that if not thought out properly, they
can lead to dire consequences. In hindsight, had the players in Kamtzah and
Bar Kamtzah and the other two stories internalized “cinz cgtn mc` ixy`,”
destruction might have been avoided.
Finally, the story of Kamtza and Bar Kamtza ends with: :opgei iax xn`"
epzilbde ,eplkid z` dtxye ,epzia z` daixgd ,qlewa` oa dixkf iax ly ezepzeepr
".epvx`n - “R’Yochanon said, because of the ‘humility’of R’Zechariah our
beis hamikdosh was destroyed...” What exactly does R’Yochanon mean,
and what does R’Yochanon believe was the reason for the destruction of the
Beis Hamikdosh?
Perhaps the simple answer is as follows: Bava Metziah 30b: `l :opgei iax xn`"
".oicd zxeyn miptl ecar `le ,dxez oic lr mdipic ecinrdy ... lr `l` milyexi daxg R’ Yochanon said that Yerushalayim was destroyed because the people
insisted on the strict letter of the law and did not compromise. This is
exactly the same idea that R’Yochanon stresses in the epilogue to the story
of Kamtzah and Bar Kamtzah. In hindsight had R’Zechariah ben Avkulis
not insisted on the strict letter of the law and gone “oicd zxEyn miptl”(either
by letting Bar Kamtzah bring a korban with a blemish or taking measures to
prevent him from reporting against the Jewish People) perhaps the

destruction would have been avoided. Again, not a mpg z`py issue, but a
failure to consider the consequence of one’s actions.
The real question, however, remains: have the “grasshoppers” learned the
lesson of “cinz cgtn, mc` ixy`”of going oicd zxEyn miptl and striving for
compromise? Let’s hope so, and in the coming year l`Fb oFivl `aE.

Teshuva - A Question of Context
Yossi Markovitz
The Gemara in Masechet Rosh Hashana (16A) writes: :`ed jexa yecwd xn`"
mkilr ip` dlrne ,mdxa` oa wgvi zciwr mkl xekf`y ick ,li` ly xteya iptl erwz
".iptl mknvr mzcwr eli`k
“Says Hashem: Sound before Me the horn of a ram so that I may remember
the binding of Yitzchak ben Avraham and consider it as if you (Bnai Yisrael)
bound yourselves before Me.”
Some questions arise from this Gemara:
Q1. We can understand that Yitzchak avinu's actions were steeped in
gevurah (strength/bravery). He lay down on an altar and allowed his father
to approach him with a knife! Why, then, do we refer to his great sacrifice
as "Akeidat Yitzchak" (the binding of Yitzchak), not "Aliyat Yitzchak"
(Yitzchak's ascent to the altar)?
Q2. Additionally, while we generally refer to Akeidat Yitzchak, the Gemara
above says "Akeidat Yitchak ben Avraham.” Why the need to identify
Yitzchak as Avraham's son?
We recite in slichot a verse from Yishayahu 1:18:
".Eid¦
§ i xn¤
¤ SM© r¨lFYk© EniC¦ `©
§ i-m`¦ ,EpiA§¦ l©i b¤lX¤ M© mi¦pẌM© m¤ki ¥̀ ḧ£g Eid¦
§ i-m`¦ ;'d xn`Ÿ
© i"
The Gemara points out that the word mi¦pẌ is used, not i¦pẌ. Says the Gemara,
"If your aveirot are "mesudar," arranged in order like years, then Hashem
will help you obliterate them."
Q3. What does it mean to arrange sins like years, and why would anyone
want to arrange them?
The answer is based on a Sicha by Rabbi Aryeh Lebowitz of Beis Haknesses
of North Woodmere:
The Gemara in Yoma 86B poses a question, "One who recited Vidui one year
on a particular sin, should he recite it again for the same aveira the following
year?" The Gemara rules that he should, because of the verse in
Tehillim: "cinz icbp i`hge". Adds the K'tav Sofer: A person who has been
sick in the past must constantly remind himself to eat healthy or he will get
sick again. We too should recite Vidui again lest we become vulnerable and
sin again. When we are proactive, we can strengthen ourselves for future
battles. Similarly, Rav Chaim Shmulevitz cites a Gemara in Baba Batra
which praises a man who doesn't go down to the riverbank while the woman

are doing the laundry, simply because he doesn't want to put himself in a
precarious situation.
Rabbi Lebowitz gives an example of a man whose doctor orders him to cut
out snacks from his diet. Every night this individual works late hours and
comes home exhausted. He wakes up at the last possible minute to complete
his morning routine and rushes to work. When hunger strikes him at 11
o'clock in the morning he visits the snack machine for a snickers bar. By the
time he gets to the machine, even to the office, his battle has been lost. He is
powerless against the snickers bar.
True penitence for this individual must come in another form. This man's
diet correction does not consist of fighting his temptation at the candy
machine. The context, not content, of his diet is flawed. For this man to eat
well he needs to go to bed at a normal hour, wake up refreshed, and make
himself a brown bag lunch (including a sandwich and some healthy snacks).
That lifestyle change will offer him a fighting chance at eating right.
Therein lies the secret to Teshuva. It's not about hoping that I'll make a
better decision next time, it's about being in a different context next time.
Based on this understanding of Teshuva, we can answer the questions above:
A1. We refer to our father Yitzchak's great sacrifice as "Akeidat Yitzchak"
(the binding of Yitzchak) because he asked to be bound. Even after agreeing
to be sacrificed, Yitzchak realized that he may have doubts at the exact
moment and try to flee. Yitzchak knew that in order to overcome a great
challenge and perform the will of Hashem he needed to be bound; he needed
to change the context of the moment. That was truly a remarkable act.
A2. Yitzchak is referred to as Ben Avraham because he learned the lessons
of context from his father. Avraham ran away from his birthplace, Charan,
because he knew he'd be powerless versus the lure of Avodah Zarah, which
was rampant there. He decided, rather than fighting an internal war each
day, he would change the landscape of his life and move to another place.
A3. Finally, this is the meaning of "Sins arranged like years." When a
person realizes that his flaws are ingrained in the patterns of his life, the only
way to repent is to rearrange the patterns. If we are willing to reconfigure
our contexts and move out of our "comfort zone" routine, then we are
assured that Hashem will whiten our sins.
Rabbi Dr. Norman Lamm explained in his drasha to the Jewish Center in
1969 that the word "dpy" has two polar opposite meanings. On one hand, it
means to repeat. Other times, it means to change. He writes: “If this is to be

a Shanah Tovah, a good year, we must know what to repeat and what to
change; to continue that which deserves perpetuation and to abandon that
which does not, even at the risk of self-invalidation.”
May we take the opportunity of this New Year to build new frameworks.
Not simply to commit to try harder to perform mitzvot and to stay away from
aveirot, but to change the basis of our daily routines, the context in which
we function, so that Hashem will grant us all a life of peace and goodness.

Mixed Emotions
Dov Adler
When we analyze the tefilos and the motif of Yom Hakipurim, on the surface,
we seem to be getting mixed messages. On the one hand, it is clearly a day
of awe and fear. The piyut of Unisaneh Tokef rarely leaves a dry eye as one
wonders zEni inE digi in. When we read about the Avodas Yom Hakipurim
and the 'dl xiry and the lf`frl xiry we tremble at the thought of being in
the mikdash waiting for the kohain gadol to emerge from the kodesh
hakadashim. On the other hand, the days leading up to the Yom Hadin and
Yom Kippur itself are referred to as Yimai Ritzui. Days that we can truly feel
closer to d"awd. The Piyutim of odk d`xn ,minlFr igl ,mipin`n lke all inspire
us to truly feeling a sense of closeness to the Ribono Shel Olam. On the one
hand Yom Kippur is a day of iEpir . We are not allowed to eat, bathe and
wear shoes - all in order to help us focus on the task at hand. On the other
hand Yom Kippur is still a day of kedushas hayom just like any other yom
tov. If one needed to eat on Yom Kippur he would recite `aie dlri in
bentching. These ideas seem to be polar opposites. What should our thoughts
be focused on at this time? If we are appealing to G-d and begging Him for
forgiveness to allow us to survive another year are we truly focused on our
overall relationship? If we focus on what we can't do and think about the iEpir
that we are putting ourselves through, is it possible to focus on Simchas Yom
Tov?
There is a very special tefilah that we recite once a month for the entire year,
except when it comes to Rosh Chodesh Tishrei. The Birkas Hachodesh that
we recite on a monthly basis is not said for Rosh Chodesh Tishrei because
the Torah uses the description for Rosh Hashana of "Epbg mFil dqka" - as a
day that should not be publicized. Therefore we do not announce the
upcoming Rosh Chodesh with the tefilah of Birkas Hachodesh. However,
when one reads the tefilah, which we are all familiar with, it seems like this
is the perfect tefilah for this time of year. We ask Hashem for long and
meaningful lives, for parnasa, and for any request that our hearts can think
of. Each of these requests is done once. However, there is one request that
we ask for twice. We say `hg z`xie miny z`xi mda yiy miig - asking for fear
of G-d and fear of sin. We then ask for miny z`xie dxFz zad`- asking for
love of Torah and fear of G-d. The two questions are obvious. Why do we
repeat miny z`xi (other than the fact that it’s a very important part of our
commitment) and why do we reverse the order. First asking for miny z`xi
and then `hg z`xi and then in the second phrase asking for dxFz zad` and
then miny z`xi?

Perhaps we can suggest the following. There are two types of miny z`xi
which are totally independent from one another, yet both are needed to be a
complete 'd caFr. On the one hand we have the fear of G-d - fearing the
letter of the law - fear of the system. That is the `hg z`xie miny z`xi. The
only way to have fear of doing sin is to fear the system itself. If you don't
have respect for the leader and ruler of the system, you will not have respect
and fear for doing what you should not be doing. For that we ask d"awd to
give us `hg z`xie miny z`xi. However, there is a second level of miny z`xi.
One where we have a sense of awe and reverence for our Creator. We yearn
for the zEnnFxzd and the zEwac that we each strive for as we try to get closer
to d"awd. That sense of miny z`xi can only come about through a true zad`
dxFz. Only when we have a true love and appreciation of Torah and Mitzvos
can we feel that true sense of miny z`xi, that sense of awe of Hashem. For
this reason the second request for miny z`xi can only come after we have
asked for dxFz zad`. Without the former, the latter is impossible.
The fact that we need to ask d"awd to instill these feelings in us indicates
how hard they are to really feel and achieve. However, one can't have one
without the other. Having the fear of sin and the true fear of G-d needs to be
complemented by having the love and closeness to Hashem as well that
manifests itself through a true sense of awe.
During these times, we remind ourselves of the fact that Hashem is a Melech
and a Father at the same time. Viewing the mlFr ly FpFax in this sense is a
challenge unto itself. Yom Hakipurim is forcing us to synthesize both of
these feelings at the same time and we must act as one unified body. There
needs to be a sense of Kedushas Hayom and the iEpir. swFz dpzpE and lke
mipin`n need to complement each other in order to allow us to properly
reflect on the past and continue to concentrate and have hope for the future.
As we say `hg lr many times throughout the day, we are telling d"awd that
indeed we are sorry for what we have done in the past. Our lack of miny z`xi
when it comes to the letter of the law has been unfortunately palpable.
However, as we are preparing to take on a cizrd zlaw, we are appealing to
the softer side of dxFz zad` and miny z`xi. We are telling G-d that things
will be different and we will not be the same individuals next year as we
were this past year.
Even though this tefilah of birkas hachodesh will not be recited in
conjunction with the Yamim Noraim it will be recited for the next 11 months,
reminding us of the same themes that are on our minds today. Perhaps we
can use this fact to “check in”throughout the year. Once a month, think back
to the month that this tefilah was not said. The emotional commitment that
we each strive for during the Aseres Yimai Teshuva and Yom Hakipurim and

the focus that we have on the future can not be sustained on a day to day
basis. However, once a month, when we ask for `hg z`xie miny z`xi and
miny z`xie dxFz zad` we can focus and check in to see how we are doing
compared to our original goals that we had set. We can think about how we
can re-energize ourselves on a monthly basis to the same energy level of
Tishrei. Let us hope and pray that indeed this year will be one that is filled
with all of our tefilos being answered in a way that is expressed through miig
daFhl Epal zFl`yn 'd `lniy.

The Mitzvah of Simcha on Succot
Rabbi Dr. Aaron Ross
We are familiar with the fact that one of the names of Succot is "onf
epizgny," literally “the time of our happiness.” Why is this so? Why is
Succot singled out among all of the holidays as the one that represents our
happiness? One part of this article will seek to answer that question. At the
same time, we will try to answer the question of exactly what is meant by
“happiness”in both the Torah and the words of the Sages.
There are four times in the Torah when the term "dgny" is used in
connection with the holidays. Once is in Vayikra 23:40, in connection with
the four species taken on Succot. The other three times occur in Devarim
16:11,14, & 15. The first of those times is in connection to Shavuot, while
the latter two are in connection to Succot. With regard to those two, one
speaks about dgny in terms of sharing with the unfortunate and poor
members of society, while the other verse connects dgny to the celebrations
held at the Temple. While Rashi sees the phrase "jbga zgnye" - “you shall
be happy in your festivals”- as a promise from Hashem, Ibn Ezra claims that
this is a commandment. It is the understanding of the Ibn Ezra which
pervades the gemara and which will be our focus here.
What is included in the commandment of dgny? The gemara in Pesachim
109a states that a person is commanded to make his family happy on the
festivals. How does he accomplish this? The first opinion is that wine must
be used. Rabi Yehuda claims that everything goes according to the
individual - wine for males and new clothes for females. Rabi Yehuda ben
Beteira claims that so long as the Temple is standing, there is no happiness
without meat; after the destruction of the Temple there is no happiness
without wine. Rambam (Hil. Yom Tov 6:17) claims that the essence of the
commandment is to have the meat of sacrifices, but there is also an aspect of
providing for everyone as per their individual nature, as well as to give to the
poor and unfortunate.
Taking the position that the commandment is fulfilled primarily through the
eating of sacrificial meat, we have to ask what sacrifice we are dealing with
here. Is there merely a commandment to eat meat on the holiday, and thus
any sacrifice will suffice, or is there a special sacrifice that must be brought
in fulfillment of this command? A key ramification of this question is
whether or not women have any requirement of dgny. If there is a special
sacrifice that must be brought on the holiday, then that sacrifice is a
time-bound positive commandment, and thus women should be exempt. If

there is no special sacrifice, then perhaps there is room to say that women
share in this obligation.
Rambam (Hil. Chagigah 1:1) states that the mitzva of dgny is that one must
bring an extra minly oaxw on the holiday, and women are obligated to fulfill
this commandment. How can this be so? Seemingly, it is a time-bound
positive commandment!? The Ra'avad jumps on this point and claims that,
in fact, women have no obligation to bring the sacrifice, but rather rejoice
with their husbands. The Lechem Mishne comments that, according to the
Ra'avad, it seems that women have no connection at all to the sacrifice, and
thus their husbands are not required to feed them meat of this sacrifice in
order to make them happy on the holiday, but rather may rejoice with them
in other ways as well.
From this point, there are two directions to be taken. The first is to point out
that the sacrifice to be brought is not necessarily a special one. The gemara
(Chagigah 8a; Beitzah 19b) points out that a person may bring any voluntary
sacrifice that he owes, and through that fulfill his requirement of dgny on
the holiday. Rambam himself (Hil. Chagigah 2:10) codifies this as law.
This can perhaps shed light on Rambam's law referred to above. Women are
obligated to have sacrificial meat on the holiday because it is not a
time-bound law! As far as the sacrifice itself is concerned, it may be a
sacrifice that can be brought throughout the year!
(As a side point, the gemara in Rosh HaShana 6b discusses the law of "la
xg`z," the prohibition of delaying the bringing of a voluntary sacrifice. We
are taught that one is considered to have delayed a sacrifice once three
consecutive festivals have passed in order (Pesach, Shavuot, Succot). The
question raised is whether or not this prohibition applies to women as well.
One opinion says that they are exempt, since they have no requirement of
"di`x" - appearing in the Temple with a sacrifice on the holiday, and thus
they do not have a full connection to the cycle of holidays. A second
opinion claims that they do have a requirement of "xg`z la," since they have
a requirement of dgny and thus do have a real connection to the holidays.)
We still have a problem - even if dgny is not an issue of the sacrifice, it is
still a time-bound positive commandment! Tosafot (Rosh HaShana 6b) cite
Rabbeinu Tam as claiming that, indeed, the commandment of dgny applies
to men but not to women, and part of that commandment is for the man to
ensure that all members of his household are able to rejoice properly
(opinion shared by Rashi on Chagigah 6a). How are we to answer this
challenge, given the fact that several gemarot and Rambam believe that
women are obligated? It is here that the second direction is to be followed.
It seems that the commandment of dgny is not merely a commandment to

bring a sacrifice. Several facts point to the notion that the mitzva of dgny is
a more general notion, and the sacrificial meat is merely the best way to
fulfill it. As we have already seen, there are other opinions as to how to
fulfill this mitzva. We have already cited Rambam's view that this mitzva's
main focus is that everyone be provided for as per their particular needs.
The Sefer HaChinuch (#488) states that in addition to bringing a sacrifice,
there is an obligation in all forms of dgny, be it food, clothes, or the zgny
da`eyd zia that took place in the Temple. The Minchat Chinuch claims that
even those people who would ordinarily not be obligated to bring any form
of sacrifice still had an obligation of dgny during the time of the Temple,
demonstrating the distinction between the essence of dgny and the sacrifice.
To touch on a different area of law, the gemara in Moed Katan 14b states
that a mourner does not adhere to any of the practices of mourning during
the festival, as they impinge on his happiness (Tosafot there claim that this
refers specifically to eating and drinking), and we know that the festivals
actually cancel the shiva period.
Yet our problem remains. Even if the mitzva of dgny is not connected to the
sacrifice itself, it still seems to be a function of the holiday, and thus is still
to be viewed as a time-bound commandment! Once again, how are we to
assert that women have an obligation?
The solution to this problem will lead directly into our second issue - why
Succot is singled out as "epizgny onf." The Pesiqta D'Rav Kahana points out
why dgny is not mentioned at all by Pesach, why it is mentioned only once
by Shavuot, and why it is mentioned three times by Succot. The answer
relates to the three festivals as agricultural events. On Pesach, all produce is
being judged, and thus there is no reason for genuine dgny. On Shavuot, the
grain has been judged (xivwd bg- the harvest festival), but the fruits are still
being judged. By the time of Succot, all produce has been judged and can
now be gathered in (siq`d bg- the gathering festival). As a result, Succot is
naturally a festive occasion, as it marks the end of the agricultural year, just
weeks before the new rainy season begins. The gemara (Pesachim 36b) and
Rambam (Hil. Bikkurim 4:13) both state that when one brings bikkurim (first
fruits), he only recites the required verses (Devarim 26:5-11) if he brings
them during the time of "dgny." When is the time of "dgny?" Between
Shavuot and Succot, when all produce is being gathered in. Rambam, in
Moreh Nevuchim 3:43, states that the dgny on Succot is due to the harvest,
and cites Aristotle who says that this was a regular practice of farmers to
have a festival at this time.
Perhaps the verse itself implies this notion. Devarim 16:14 says "zgnye
jbga" - and you shall be happy in 'your' festival. Why is it called 'your'
festival? The reason may be exactly this point, that the festival exists

already and Hashem is giving us a commandment of happiness over and
above our earthly joy. Why is the commandment needed? The Sefer
HaChinuch claims that the entire point of this commandment is that man by
nature needs to have periods of happiness in his life. Thus, Hashem
commands us to take the times when we are naturally happy, and to
consecrate them towards Him. This may explain why the main approaches
towards this mitzva claim that it is fulfilled either through a sacrifice or by
ensuring that everyone - including "God's family" (poor, orphans, widows,
Levites) - must be provided for. There is no true happiness without Hashem
being included. To go a step further, the other two verses concerning dgny
on Succot refer to the four species and to the Temple. The connection with
regard to the Temple is obvious, and the main fulfillment of the four species
was done in the Temple, and only there were the species taken every day,
even on Shabbat. Again, true happiness must connect to Hashem.
Thus we see that the commandment to be happy on Succot is not a
"time-bound" commandment. To translate more literally, it is not a
commandment whose performance and existence depends on a specified
time (`nxb onfdy). The main thrust of the commandment is not to be happy,
but rather to take a natural happiness and to direct it towards Hashem. This
is not an instance of Hashem regulating the calendar, but rather of Hashem
commanding man and woman alike to remember Him at all times, even
during the most mundane periods of joy.

The Mitzvah of Lulav in the Mikdash
Yossi Kra
Introduction
mzgnye lgp iaxre zar ur spre mixnz ztk xcd ur ixt oey`xd meia mkl mzgwle"
".mini zray mkiwl` 'd iptl
“And you should take for yourself on the first day a fruit of a beautiful tree,
branches of palm trees, and branches of thick trees, and willows of the
brook, and you should rejoice in front Hashem your God seven days
(Vayikra 23:40).”
In commanding us to take a lulav on Succos, the Torah starts by expressing
that the mitzvah only applies on the first day, but then concludes with a
seven day obligation. The mishna in Succah (41a) explains that there is a
Biblical requirement to take a lulav in all parts of the world on the first day
of Succos while there is a Biblical mitzvah to take a lulav in the Beis
Hamikdash all seven days of Succos. The mishna continues that following
the destruction of the Beis Hamikdash, Rav Yochanan ben Zakkai instituted
that a lulav should be taken everywhere for seven days as a remembrance to
the Mikdash.
Classical Brisker Analysis of Lulav in the Mikdash
The Gemara in Succah records that there are several technical requirements
that apply only on the first day of Succos (e.g. a lulav must be owned and
can’t borrowed and an esrog must be whole). However, we are not required
to observe these requirements on the other days (29b, 36b). Rashi and
Tosafos there explain that when Rav Yochanan ben Zakkai instituted that a
lulav should be taken as a remembrance to the Mikdash, he didn’t include all
of the Biblical stringencies. However, Rashi and Tosafos both imply that all
technical requirements from the first day would apply all seven days in the
Mikdash where the obligation is Biblical and not Rabbinic.
The Ramban (Milchamos, 15a) disagrees and maintains that after the first
day one could use a borrowed lulav in the Mikdash .
Rav Chaim Soloveichik1 explained that the basis of this machlokes is
whether there is one mitzvah of lulav or two. Rashi and Tosafos maintain
there is one mitzvah of lulav, and the Mikdash merely has a longer time
period for the mitzvah. As there is only one mitzvah, the same requirements
are applicable. However, the Ramban maintains there are two independent
mitzvos, albeit utilizing the same physical articles. Therefore, there is no
reason to assume that certain requirements such as ownership will equally
apply to each mitzvah.
1. References to the opinions of Rav Chaim Soloveichik and the Rav are
based on the sefer Rishimos Shiurim, published by Rabbi H. Reichman.

•
Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveichik (the Rav z”l), observed that the Rambam seems
to align with the Ramban. The Rambam writes,
“All of these that we said are invalid because they are considered blemishes
… or because they are stolen, apply on the first day only; however, on the
second day and the rest of the days they are all acceptable (Lulav 8:9).”
The Rambam doesn’t limit the leniencies after the first day to outside the
Mikdash. Therefore, the Rav explained, the Rambam also maintains that the
technical requirements varied in the Mikdash on the basis that the mitzvah
was unique and independent from the mitzvah to take a lulav on the first day.
These fundamental approaches lead to practical differences. For example, if
someone takes a lulav outside the Mikdash on the first day, would he have a
mitzvah to take the lulav a second time in the Mikdash on that day?
According to Rashi and Tosafos, the answer is “no”; he already fulfilled the
one mitzvah of lulav. However, according to the Ramban and Rambam, he
should take the lulav a second time as he has not fulfilled the independent
mitzvah of taking a lulav in the Mikdash .
Problems with the Classical Approach
I think we can raise several challenges to this explanation of the Ramban and
Rambam:
•

The Rambam in Sefer Hamitzvos counts taking a lulav outside the
Mikdash and in Mikdash as one integrated mitzvah. Furthermore,
the Rambam quotes the portion of the pasuk describing the taking
of the lulav on the first day as a proof text to the obligation to take a
lulav in the Mikdash all seven days. He writes:
Mitzvah 169 is that we are required to take a lulav and
rejoice in it in front of Hashem for seven days. And this
Hashem said, ‘And you should take for yourself on the
first day… ’And the rules of this mitzvah were already
described in the third perek of Succah, and there it is
explained that there is no requirement of this mitzvah for
seven days except in the Mikdash; however, in other lands,
only the first day…
The Ramban is his commentary on the Sefer Hamitzvos
unabashedly expresses disagreement with many positions of the
Rambam. However, the Ramban does not comment on the mitzvah
and tacitly endorses this position of the Rambam.

The Gemarah (Succah 44a) questions why we take a lulav for seven
days as a remembrance to the Mikdash but we don’t take an aravah
for seven days as a remembrance for the separate mitzvah of aravah
in the Mikdash. Rav Zvid answers in the name of Rava that Rav
Yochanan ben Zakkai only instituted a mitzvah of lulav outside the
Mikdash for seven days since we are already Biblically obligated to
take a lulav anyway for one day outside the Mikdash. However,
according to the aforementioned explanation of the Ramban and
Rambam, taking of the lulav outside the Mikdash for one day has
nothing to do with taking of the lulav in Mikdash and doesn’t seem
to provide a meaningful basis to distinguish between our
remembrance of the lulav and the aravah.

Alternate Explanations
Perhaps, we can suggest that everyone agrees there is only one mitzvah
of lulav.
Firstly, the Rambam may have only intended that the technical
requirements varied after the first day outside the Mikdash. Admittedly,
the Rambam does not explicitly provide this qualifier. However, the
Rambam implies he may be referring to outside the Mikdash. The
Rambam says the “second day and the rest of the days”differ from the
first day instead of simply stating “the rest of the days”. If the Rambam
is focused on outside the Mikdash, in areas where we celebrate two days
of Yom Tov, we can understand why the Rambam goes out of his way
to clarify that the full restrictions only apply on the first day and not
even on the second day of Yom Tov.2 Therefore, the Rambam may
agree with the original positions of Rashi and Tosafos.
Regardless of how we interpret the Rambam, the Ramban is clear that
ownership is not required in the Mikdash. Rather than explaining that
there are two mitzvos, I think we can suggest three alternate approaches:
1.

The Rambam records that the mitzvah to rejoice seven days in the
Mikdash was not limited to taking the lulav (contrary to what is
implied by the pasuk). “The religious leaders would dance and
celebrate and the rest of the people would watch (Lulav 8:14).”The
fact that only select individuals would actively participate while
others were sidelined seems to indicate that the mitzvah to rejoice
in the Mikdash was a mitzvas hatzibbur, a communal obligation, not
a chovas hayachid, a personal obligation. Similarly, we can suggest
that while there is only one mitzvah of lulav, it was a communal
activity in the Mikdash. Therefore, the requirement of personal

2. The Ritva also records a parallel opinion that distinguishes between the
first and second days of Yom Tov in Chutz La’aretz.

ownership is not relevant in the Mikdash where everyone is
celebrating as one collective unit. If anyone owns a lulav, everyone
can use that lulav since they’re all part of the same collective unit.
2.

Perhaps, all stringencies applied on the first day according to all
opinions, even in the Mikdash. However, according to the Ramban
and possibly the Rambam, the mitzvah evolves so that after the first
day several of the formal requirements are relaxed. 3

3.

While there is only one mitzvah of lulav, it is one component of a
larger celebration that took place in Mikdash. In a subordinate role,
perhaps we are less exacting than when lulav stands on its own
outside the Mikdash. We have a more extreme example of this
notion in halachah. If one temporarily does not have access to a
kosher lulav and the minyan reaches Hallel, the Rema rules one
should take a posul lulav for Hallel (as explained by the Mishna
Berurah O.C. 649:59). While taking a posul lulav has no
independent purpose or value, it is recommended when its role is
complementary to the recitation of Hallel.

Therefore, the Ramban and Rambam may agree with the opinions of
Rashi and Tosafos that there is only one mitzvah of lulav. However,
they argue regarding whether the mitzvah is expressed differently in the
context of Mikdash or during the period of Chol Hamoed.

3. As a rationale for this evolution, we can explain that Chol Hamoed
represents a transitional period between the first day when we have rigid
requirements to Shemeni Atzeres when we celebrate without any formal
mitzvos of the day. Succos transitions us from the aftermath of Yom Kippur,
when we confronted Hashem as the ultimate dayan and begged for our
survival and wellbeing, to the daily existence of the coming months when we
celebrate the mitzvos and view Hashem as our Guide and Partner.
Immediately following Yom Kippur, we can only dare to approach Hashem
as a fearful servant solely focused on the command of our Master. By the
end of Succos, we hope to rekindle a loving relationship with Hashem which
transcends the physical props of the holiday. The evolving obligations of the
lulav may demonstrate this evolution.

The Case of the Stolen Sukkah
Rabbi Jonathan Feldman
The Gemara (Sukkah 31a) records a dispute between the Chachamim and R’
Eliezer regarding the validity of a stolen sukkah. R’Eliezer disqualifies this
mitzvah, and the Gemara explains that he maintains his objection regardless
of whether land can ever be classified as stolen property. If land can indeed
be considered stolen, then the sukkah, which is fixed to the ground, is
disqualified on that basis. And even according to the opinion that holds that
only movable objects can be tainted with the status of stolen property, R’
Eliezer would still invalidate this “borrowed”sukkah by virtue of the pasuk
of jl dyrz zkEqd bg, which he interprets as requiring ownership in order to
fulfill the mitzvah of sukkah, similar to lulav on the first day (Sukkah 27b).
The Chachamim, however, rule that the stolen sukkah is valid for fulfilling
the mitzvah. This is because the Chachamim hold that a) land (and therefore
the sukkah) cannot have the status of stolen property, and b) although the
sukkah remains the property of the original owner, ownership is not a
requirement for fulfilling this mitzvah (See Ritva and Meiri for explanations
as to why this is not a case of dxiara d`ad devn). The Gemara adds that R’
Eliezer and the Chachamim would both permit a sukkah built with stolen
materials. Rashi explains that this is for two reasons- the stolen materials
undergo a status change when they are built into a sukkah, and the resulting
product is a new item with no “rap sheet.” Furthermore, the “
Takanas
Hashavim,”instituted to encourage thieves to change their ways and make
restitution to their victims, allows for equivalent monetary compensation
instead of returning the original item in cases where that would require
undoing a significant project.
Rashi points out the following problem- if the Chachamim validate a stolen
sukkah, whether it was stolen after it was built or beforehand, how can the
Gemara (Sukkah 27b) say that the Chachamim, who disagree with R’
Eliezer’s ownership requirement, use the pasuk of jl dyrz zkEqd bg to
invalidate a stolen sukkah? Rashi answers that this is limited to a specific
situation- a sukkah constructed on top of a wagon or boat. This sukkah is
not fixed to the ground, and thus can have the status of stolen property like
all movable items. Additionally, the Takanas Hashavim is not in effect, for
the thief has not invested any time or resources in constructing this sukkah,
and therefore it must be returned as is. In summary, according to Rashi there
are three types of stolen sukkahs. 1. The thief forcibly appropriates
someone’s existing sukkah- this is the subject of the dispute between R’
Eliezer and the Chachamim. 2. The thief steals raw material and constructs
his own sukkah- both agree that this is valid. 3. The thief absconds with an
existing mobile sukkah- this is invalid according to all, and this is the case
the Chachamim learn from the pasuk jl dyrz zkEqd bg.

According to Tosafos, however, there is no need to search for a third
category. True, the Gemara on 31a quotes the Chachamim as accepting a
sukkah that was stolen either before or after construction. And yes, the
Gemara on 27b has the Chachamim using the pasuk jl dyrz zkEqd bg to
disqualify a stolen sukkah. But they need not contradict one another,
according to Tosafos. The Gemara on 27b reflects the original reality on the
Torah level -- the pasuk indeed eliminates a sukkah made from stolen
material. But when the Chachamim permit such a sukkah in the Gemara on
31a, Tosafos explains, it is precisely because they are incorporating the
Rabbinic Takanas Hashavim. According to Tosafos, the pasuk does not
necessarily have any practical applicability in a post-Takanas Hashavim
world, and Rashi’s explanation is unnecessary.
Perhaps Rashi can be understood in light of the following: according to R’
Eliezer, how can the pasuk disqualify a stolen sukkah regardless of whether
land has the status of stolen propery? If stolen land does transfer into the
thief’s possession, then why would the sukkah be excluded simply by the
word jl? Evidently, the emphasis is not on jl, but rather jl dyrz.
Although the sukkah does now technically belong to the thief, this does not
satisfy the requirements of the pasuk. According to R’Eliezer, the sukkah
must be constructed from the user’s material, and therefore the sukkah is
invalid if it is stolen after being built. If this is Rashi’s understanding, then
he can be defended from the attack of Tosafos. If the pasuk invalidates
specifically a sukkah that was stolen after being built, then even prior to the
Takanas Hashavim it would not have applied to building a sukkah from
stolen material, which does technically satisfy the requirement of jl dyrz.
This is why Rashi is troubled by the Chachamim’s application of the pasuk
to exclude a stolen sukkah, and so he develops an alternative scenario: the
case of a mobile sukkah.
The pasuk jawine jpxbn jtq`a jl dyrz zkqd bg has a deeper message about
the meaning of Sukkos. In Sefer Devarim, the shalosh regalim are presented
in light of the agricultural calendar. Pesach is at the beginning of the grain
harvest, which puts our financial accomplishments in the context of our
humble origins and Divine benevolence. The commentaries are bothered by
the seemingly irrelevant instruction to remember the slave experience on
Shavuos as well, and explain it along the following lines (Devarim 16:12See Rashi, Ibn Ezra, Sforno,Chizkuni): after seven weeks of the grain
harvest, we should think of the less fortunate and be happy to share our
bounty with them. Sukkos, which comes as the produce is gathered inside at
the end of the harvest season, is introduced with the aforementioned pasuk.
The Torah tells us to use the byproducts of the bygone harvest to construct
our sukkah, to spend a week surrounded by tangible reminders of why we
are thankful to Hashem. According to R’Eliezer, this is appropriately done
only with one’s own sukkah. The Chachamim permit the mitzvah to be

fulfilled in another’s sukkah (based on a different pasuk), but do prohibit use
of a stolen sukkah. Certainly, using stolen property undermines the lofty
ideals of the shalosh regalim.

Women and the Mitzvah of EaxE Ext
Rabbi Elchonon Grunwald
On the first day of dpyd y`x we read one of the most moving stories in the
mi`iap - the story of dpg. We read of her suffering, of her tribulation, of her
davening, and of her ultimate reward. This brings home to all of us on mFi
oicd how much Hashem pays attention to every individual, and how He
weighs our deeds and our hearts to see if we should receive our most
precious wish.
But this also brings to mind a halacha which on the surface seems to defy
logic –dy`d `l la` diaxe dixt lr deEvn yi`d. The devn of having children is
obligatory on men but not on women (:dq zFnai ,.dl oiyEcw). Given that
childbearing is so much part of the essence of a woman’s nature, one would
expect the opposite. Indeed `wFxa oa opgFi iax disagrees (my `xnb) and says lr
xnF` `Ed mdipy – the obligation is equally on both men and women;
nonetheless the halacha follows the chachamim (bi:` xfrd oa` r"Ey). As an
aside, there may be other sources for a woman’s obligation. The wEqt in
Ediryi that says dxvi zayl d`xa EdFz `l may apply to women also (see
below). See also the o"x in the beginning of the second perek of kiddushin:
zriiqn `idy iptn devn dl yi mFwn lkn ,diaxe dixta deEvn dpi` dy`c ab lr s`c
lral .
The dnkg jyn in gp zyxt on the wEqt of EaxE Ext mz`e offers two
explanations. Since childbirth is dangerous to the mother (before relatively
recent advances in medical science, it was not uncommon for women to die
during or following childbirth) the dxFz would not demand that women
endanger themselves. izrc zEiprl this explanation does not seem compelling.
Even though women do not have a mitzvah per se, clearly it is Hashem’s
intent that they should marry and have children, and clearly throughout
history they never hesitated because of the risks involved.
The second explanation of the dnkg jyn is that since women have such a
natural inclination to have children, there is no need for them to have a devn.
This explanation also does not appear to reach into the heart of the matter as
we have many zFevn in the dxFz that also seem to be natural, such as'da dpEn`
, aFpbz `l, and gvxz `l. Besides, there are halachick ramifications from the
fact that women are not explicitly commanded in diaxe dixt. See oa` r"Ey
cpw oniq xfrd, which states that if a woman cannot have children, her
husband may divorce her in order to marry another woman who can have
children. (In principle, oic zia used to compel the husband when he did not
request a divorce. Nowadays, however, we do not interfere in such a

situation unless one of the parties requests. See i:cpw ,b:` r"da` `"nx, who
quotes the eh oniq y"aix zEay.) If, however, the husband is incapable of
impregnating his wife, the wife’s demand for a divorce is only recognized if
she wants a child for future financial support (dxeawl dxne dcil `xheg). If
the only reason EaxE Ext was not directed to women was because it was
unnecessary to obligate them, then this distinction would be
incomprehensible –why would a wife have any less legitimate reason to
want a divorce than a husband?
We find another ramification of women not being obligated in EaxE Ext in the
a w"'q ` oniq r"da` l`Eny zia, who discusses selling a dxFz xtq to raise
funds to facilitate a marriage. Selling a dxFz xtq is strongly discouraged and
should only be done in extreme circumstances. One of the examples which
is allowed is if one needs the funds to get married. The l`Eny zia writes that
one may sell a dxFz xtq to marry off a poor man, but is unsure whether one
may sell a dxFz xtq to marry off a poor woman, since the devn of EaxE Ext
does not apply. The l`Eny zia concludes that it depends on whether the
wEqt of dxvi zayl d`xa EdFz `l applies. If the only reason the Torah did not
direct EaxE Ext to women is that it is a given, why should there be a
distinction regarding selling a dxFz xtq?
It would appear that we should look in another direction for the explanation
why EaxE Ext does not apply to women. The solution probably lies in the
`xnbitself. The `xnb gives as a source for this halacha a specific portion of
the wEqt. The relevant part of the wEqt reads "dEyake ux`d z` E`lnE EaxE Ext".
“Be fruitful, multiply, fill the earth and conquer it.” The `xnb continues yi`"
"yFakl dkxc dy` oi`e yFakl Fkxc - “It is the nature of man to conquer, and it is
not the nature of woman to conquer.” i"yx in oiyEcw explains that it is the
nature of man to conquer through battle, and EaxE Ext only applies to those
who will conquer. (But see `"yxdn in zFnai who suggests an alternative
explanation.) What is so important about conquering that makes it a
component of EaxE Ext, the very first directive that man received from
Hashem?
Whenever a nation, or a community, or even an individual, is successful and
prominent, and they attribute their success to Hashem, they have conquered
that part of the earth, and this is the greatest myd yEcw possible. (I should
point out that conquering is not only in battle, and in any case a war that is
won based only on brute force is not a true conquest in this sense.) While
clearly this is only possible with the assistance of women to build strong
families (every nation in history in which family life became corrupted has
ultimately collapsed), because the last step in EaxE Ext is this public

proclamation of the land under Hashem’s flag, the command is only to men,
even though women have an intrinsic part in it being fulfilled.

l`xyi ux` zyEcw
oiihylwpit dgny xi`n

May we suggest the following; since there is so much spirituality in the devn
of EaxE Ext, women, who have a much stronger feel for what is spiritual, have
a much stronger emotional drive to fulfill their part. However, since there
are four steps in the devn –dEyake ux`d z` E`lnE EaxE Ext, and the final one is
specific to men, the legal obligation applies only to men and not to women.

dpyd y`xl zekiiyd –dncwd
l`xyi ux` zlebq .`
l`xyi ipal ux`d zlebq .a
ux`l uega l`xyi mr .b
?dle`bc `zlgz` –dfd onfa l`xyi ux` .c
milbxnd `hg .d
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d"k:g"i ,`xwie
(ixtqd mya) g"i:`"i ,mixac ,i"yx
:gpw ,`xza `aa
.i ,ziprz

k"g` wxe mlerd z`ixa zligz dzidy ux`d `id l`xyi ux` .l`xyi ux` `ed ux` zln
ux` ,okle ,milthd md zevx` x`y lke xwird `id l`xyi ux` .zexg` zevx` 'd `xa
d`x ,xe`d z` 'd `xayky myky yxtne dfa jix`d awri oeird .ux` z`xwp l`xyi
xg` xe` `xae `al cizrl miwicvl oey`xd xe`d z` fpbe ea ynzydl ie`x lkd oi`y
`ly d`x `ed la` l`xyi ux` z` `xa `ed dligza ,ux`d z` 'd `xayk jk ,6mlerl
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.e`hgiyk
z`fd dyecwd ila zexg` zevx` `xa f`e dpeilr dyecwa dligz l`xyi ux` z` 'd `xa
,okle .dzyecwa x`yp l`xyi ux` la` .l`xyi ux`a miiwzi mlerd lk oi`y d`xyk
.mly ala epcarie dxFzd z` lawiy mrl zeidl z`fd ux`d z` 'd oikd
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'zk .oey`xd uxizd ly jyndd `ed zn`a ,ipyd uexizd ,`xnba oldly yxtn wew axd
zkxaa ceqidy wew axd yxtn ."dligz dxeza ekxa `ly ax xn` dcedi ax xn`" ,my
.ely cenild jxc zeidl jixv dfe dxez cnel `edyk xekfl mc` jixvy dn `ed dxezd
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ayg ji` ?dyexil z`fd ux`d z` mdl zzle mipa el zzl zleki 'dl oi`y mdxa` ayg
.mdxa` ly dl`yd did `l df zn`ay a"ivpd yxit ,okl ?ezereay miiwi `l 'dy mdxa`
dfi` "?irxfl `wec dyexi my dilr letzy cegia zlbeqn `id xac dfi`a" ,did dl`yd
ux`dy oerhl leki zxg` dne` mey oi`e irxfl `wec didiy zlbeqn z`fd ux`dn xac
17
jynda xn`py zepaxwd `id l`xyi ipal l`xyi ux` ly dlebqdy 'd aiyd ?mdly
zlebq ji` .xe`ia jixv df xac ".lfebe xze ylyn li`e zylyn fre zylyn dlbr il dgw"
?zepaxwa dielz l`xyi ipal l`xyi ux`
aixwd mc` lk mlerd z`ixa xg` mlerly ,`xwie xtql dgizta `xwn zrca 'zk
gpe lad enk 'da mighead la` .dxf dcear cearl mlera bdpn df did .mdidl`l zepaxw
xikd mc` lk .mdinia zepaxw eaixwd awrie ,wgvi ,mdxa` mbe .'dl zepaxw eaixwd
mibdpn yi .mzaxwda mipey mikxc mdn cg` lkl did la` 'd cearl leki zepaxway
,dxez ozna la` .dxez ozn cr mlerd jxc did df .eipira xyiy dn dyr mc` lke mipey
mibdpn ila cg` ote`a zepaxw e`iai mlek ,jli`e o`kn .zepaxwd xcq l`xyi ipa elaw
lkl yi .f`n didy enk dfd meid cr x`ypy icigid devnd `id zepaxwd zevne .mipey

14.'d:h"i ,zeny
15..bn ,oixcdpq
16.'g:e"h ,ziy`xa
17.'h:my ,my

devnd `id zepaxwd zevn la` .mniiwl mipey mikxce mipey mibdpn zexg`d zevnd
.dfd meid cr cg`k miyer l`xyi lky dpy `ly icigid
dxezd z` eipa elawiy xg`ly mdxa`l 'd cibd .l`xyi zecg` lr mixen md zepaxw
ux`a eaeyie eyxiie zecg`a cg`k e`ai md m` ,zxgapd ux`d z` zyxl miie`x eidie
myd – "l`xyi ux`" my dl didie mdly didi ux`d f` ,cg` ala cg` yi`k ,zecg`a
leki oi`y iptn `ed l`xyi ux`a l`xyi ipa zaiyil zilkzd lk .erxfl `wecy dyexi
dze` micaery zg` ux`a cgia mixby cg` mr didiy cr zizin` 'd zcear zeidl
dyrn zligzn .cigia `le xeaiva – 'd zcear dfy lirl epx`ay enk cg` xeaiva
didie ,epx`ay enk zevx` x`y lkn zycewne zlbeqn `idy zg` ux` 'd `xa ziy`xa
mdxa`l 'd cibd ,okl .dlebq mrl el zeidl xgai `edye ezxez lawiy mrl z`fd ux`d
l`xyi ux` .mdly didz zxgapd ux`d ,cg` ala cg` yi`k dxezd elawi eipa m`y
.micigil `l .l`xyi llkl ozip
ux`l uega l`xyi mr .b
z` mdilr elawe lair xde mifixb xdl e`ay cr miaxr l`xyi eyrp `ly 18'nba 'zk
19
"mler cr epipale epl zelbpde epiwl` 'dl zexzqpd" ,weqtd lr i"yx 'zk ,cere .dreayd
mc` ipay zexiard la` .mdilr miyprp ldwd oi` ,xzqa miyer mc` ipay zexiardy
e`ay cr ligzd `l df xac la` .miyprp ldwd lk ,ocia zegnl zleki yie ielba miyer
.miaxr eyrp my ik lair xde mifixb xdl l`xyi ipa
z` ewlge eyaky cr 'd zlebq mr zeidl l`xyi ipa enilyd `ly elld mixacn d`xp
dlebq mrd zilkzy dlrnl epx`ay dn iptn efy d`xpe .lair xde mifixb xdl e`ae ux`d
`l ,ux`d z` ewlge eyaky cr ,okl .l`xyi ux`a `l` df oi`e xeaiva 'd z` cearl `ed
.dlebq mr eyrp
miycgk epilr eidi `ly iptn mzeyrl jixv wx ,ux`l uega zebdep zeevn oi`y 20i"yx 'zk
envraE eceaka d"awdy dlrnl epx`ay mrhd ozpe dfa jix`d o"anxde .ux`l xefgpyk
ep` xy`ky siqedl yiy d`xpe .'eke ,xy ,j`ln mey `le l`xyi ux` lr hleye lyen
zeevnd miiwl epicia zleki mey oi` ,xeaiva 'd z` cearl mileki epgp` oi`e zelba
zn` df m`d ,`ede ,o"anxae i"yxay ef drc lr le`yl dheyt dl`y yi la` .mzilkzl
,epiax dyn enk miyp` ?okzid ?einin dxezay devn mey miiwn `l ux`l uegay wicvy
'zk cere ?mdinin zevn eniiw `l ,daxd cere ,m"anxd ,envr i"yx ,`plieen `"xbd
,dxez cenll :mde ux`l uegl l`xyi ux`n zkll mc` leki zeaiq 'cn cg`ly 21m"anxd
ji` ux`l uega zeevn miiwl xyt` i` m` la` .dxegqle ,m"ekrd on livdl ,dy` `yil
?ux`d on z`vl llka xzid
zeevnd zilkz oipra mieey mdy o"anxe i"yx zehiya oeir jixv ,df z` oiadl ick
d"awda xikn dz` jk jezny 'dl`d mixacd eide' dad`d edn" ,22i"yx 'zk .mnvra
`edy eil` dcepe epiwl`a oin`py zeevnd lk zpeeke" ,23o"anxd 'zk ".eikxca waczne
18..bn ,oixcdpq
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utg oeilr lw oi`e dpey`xd dxivia xg` mrh epl oi`y dxivid zpeek `ide ep`xa
zpeeke zelitza lewd zennex zpeeke e`xay eiwl`l dceie mc`d rciy caln mipezgza
m`xay lwl eceie evawzi mewn mc` ipal didiy edf miaxd zlitz zekfe zeiqpk iza
l` e`xwie l"f exn`y dna mzpeek efe epgp` jizeixa eiptl exn`ie df enqxtie m`ivnde
".dyial gvp `tivg lew dkixv dlitzy cnl dz` o`kn dwfga miwl`
epgp`yky 'd oiae epipia irvn` zeidl md 'd epl ozpy zeevnd zilkzy ,`vei mdixacn
mi`ae 'da mixikn ep` eply miigd z` mze` miyere mda miige zeevnd z` mixney
.eil` axwle epizleki lka `ale 'd z` xikdl ,mlera epizilkz edf .elv` axwl
ux`d lrn dxdn mzca`e" :md zelba eply aeigde ux`dn epizelb mix`zny miweqtd
mze` mzxywe mkytp lre mkaal lr dl` ixac z` mznye .mkl ozep 'd xy` daehd
jzaya ma xacl mkipa z` mze` mzcnle .mkipir oia zethehl eide mkci lr ze`l
el` miweqtne 24".jxryae jzia zefefn lr mzazke .jnewae jakyae jxca jzklae jziaa
la` .exfgzyk miycgk mkilr eidi `ly wx la` zelba zeevn miiwl jixvy i"yx cnel
lr mkipa inie mkini eaxi ornl" ,`ed zelba zeevnd lk ziiyr zilkzy dyxtd zniiqn
mkl zzl" ,i"yx azke "ux`d lr minyd inik mdl zzl mkizea`l 'd rayp xy` dnc`d
ixaca dxizq yi ."dxezd on miznd ziigz micnl epivn o`kn mdl zzl `l` aizk oi`
ornl F` exfgzyk miycgk mkilr eidi `ly ick md elld zeevnd zilkz m`d !i"yx
?giynd zenia mini zekix`
izy yiy i"yx ixacn l"p .ux`l uega zeevn mEiw zece` lr epizl`y k"b uxzi efl uExizd
leki efe `al cizrl mikex` miige xky `ed '`d .zevnd mEiw i"r mc`d ea biyiy zelrn
leki epi` ,la` .xky lawl mc` leki ux`l uega elit` .ux`l uega elit` miiwl mc`
l` envr axwi mc`dy `ede d`ixade mc`d lk zilkz mEiw `edy dipyd dlrnd biydl
mewna xeaiva 'd zcear i"r `l` ef dlrn biydl leki epi` .e`xa `edy eil` dceie d"awd
.l`xyi ux` `idy envrae eceaka hley d"awd eae mlerd lk lr dxizi dyecw ea yiy
leki i`cea la` .l`xyi ux`a `l` mlerd zilkz `edy dpeilrd dlrnd biydl leki epi`
.`al cizrl mler iigl zFkfle eiyrn lr xky lawl
l`xyi ux`a dxez oi` m` .dxez cnll l`xyi ux`n z`vl xzid yiy daiqd z`fe
`edd onfa l`xyi ux`a zeyrl zeevnl zleki yiy dlrnd biydl xyt` i` `nzqn
ick ux`l uegl z`vl `ed jixve ,l`xyi ux`a 'd carl dkef epi` `edd onfa xby mc`e
df oi` ,df lka elit` la` .`al cizrl xkyle mler iigl `ed dkfiy icke dxez cnll
.ux`l uega ezeyrl xyt` i` ik zeevnd zilkz
carl `ed dlebq mrd zilkz lk .l`xyi ux`a `l` 'd zlebq mr ep` oi` ,epx`ay dn itl
dxez oi` m`y `ed xexa .df z` zeyrl xyt` i` l`xyi ux`a ep` oi`yke xeaiva 'd z`
lkay my m"anxd azky enk la` dxez cnll ick ux`l uegl z`vl jixv l`xyi ux`a
yxtne .l`xyi ux`l aeyl eala aygle cinz xkfl jixv ,ux`d on z`vl elld zeaiqd
xkfl jixv .raw ly daiyi `le ux`l uega irx` ly daiyi zeidl jixvy my dpyn sqkd
.dyecwd ux`a `l` dzilkze 'd zcear xwir oi`y cinz
?dle`bc `zlgz` –dfd onfa l`xyi ux` .c
24.'k-f"i:`"i ,mixac

xe`l jyg oia jetid oi` xgyd zelray inlyexid yxtn 25".xgyd zelrk l`xyi zle`b"
edf .jygd jlede xe`d `a `rnw `rnw .`a xe`d ,hrn hrna ax onfa `l` cg` rbxa
giyn `eai ipyd rbxae dgp`e oebie zexv Eidi cg` rbxay `l .ok mb l`xyi zle`b jxc
oerny 'xd l`y dpde .zkled zelbde d`a dle`bd hrn hrna `l` .dgnye oeyy Eidie
iptn ?oeyld ltkp dnl ,26"mkz` ivaw zrae mkz` `ia` `idd zra" ,weqtd lr a`eey
izy yiy cnll `a weqtdy uxzn `ed ?"ivaw" oeyl mbe "`ia`" oeyl xikfdl jixv dn
ux`l xefgl l`xyil zeyx didi mipy daxd jynay `ed '`d .l`xyi zle`bl miwlg
l`xyi x`y lk uawi 'd cg` meiay `a 'ad ,ax onf ixg` ,f`e .ok eyri miwicv daxde
.ux`l uega mcery
daxd ax onf jyna ,`l` ,cg` meia oir sxidk didz `l dle`bd .z`f z` oiadl jixv
zelr"d jyna ep` eiykry xyt` .dle`bd `id `id mlek zilkzd seqe exwi mixac
.dle`bd ly "xgyd
icwt mei"dy w"cxd 'zk df lr 27".'d m`p mze` icwt mei cr eidi dnye e`aei dlaa" 'zk
a"p seqa .mipy 'r didi dpey`x dle`bdy 'd riayd .qxt jln yxek inia did "mze`
miyp` dnk .ycwnd zia z` zepale l`xyi ux`l xefgl l`xyi ipal yxek xizd mipy
mdl xq`e owiqtd yxek ,xvw onf cera `l` ,ziad zepal eligzde ux`l exfg l`xyin
ixg` mikln 'a didy) qxt jln xzq` oa yeixc zeni cr xnbp `l oipad .oipad jiyndl
dlgzdd `edy yxek inia `ed "mze` icwt mei"dy w"cxd 'zk ,k"tr` ,la` .(yxek
,ixkp jln i"r dligzd dpey`x dle`bdy myky 28xg` mewna w"cxd 'zk .dle`bdl
.ixkp jln i"r ligzz ok mb diipyd dle`bd
mya ux`d z` n"e`d exikdyky (d`xpe) xyt` .epinia dxewy dn oiadl ep` mikixv
'zk .epizle`bc `zlgz` `id efy ,l`xyi ipal ux`d z` ozpe 1948 zpya "l`xyi ux`"
el`d mipniqd epipnfa .dixt ozep l`xyi ux`yk `ed `a giyny xexa oniqy 29'nba
mikixv .ziad oaxegn onfd lkn eiykr iteie x`etn ikd `ed l`xyi ux` .xexaa mixkip
.'d epl xne`y dn mlrzdl `le ef z` xikdl ep`
lke ezen ixg` cg` lk z` 'd l`yiy zel`y 'e yi ,31'nbay 30qweehex 'xdn izrny
?dreyil zitv ,`ed zel`ydn cg` .dpyn ixcq dyydn cg` cbpk oeekn elld zel`yd
cbpk oeekn dle`ba xacny dl`yd dnl ,qweehex 'x l`y .oiwifp xcq cbpk oeekn `ede
mlyi `l ,exiagl epenn milydl cg` aiigyky yxit `ed ?zepenn ipica xacny xcqd
z` 'd epl ozi `l .dle`bd z` reazl ep` jixv ,df jxca .oennd z` xg`d raziy cr
.dgwle dze` reazl ep` mikixv .dle`bd

milbxnd `hg .d
oke ze`xl dn mdl cibde zel`y dyn ml`y mzgily zrya ?milbxnd `hg did dn
dn milbxnd ecibdyky 32o"anxd yxtn ?m`hg did dn .e`x dn mrl ecibde exfge eyr
`l` e`hg `l .daeh `id ux`dy enikqd mnvr milbxnd mb .e`hg `l oiicr ux`a e`xy
z` yeakl mileki mpi`y exn` md "qt`" zlina 33 ".mrd fr ik qt`" exn` .zg` dlina
.myixedl l`xyil zleki oi`e c`n miwfg ux`d inry exn` .'da epin`d `lye ux`d inr
epin`d `l l`xyi lk `l` 'da epin`d `l milbxnd wx `ly `ed gkene .'da epin`d `l
leki ik dze` epyxie dlrp dlr" xn`e mrd z` wzye alk cnr ,milbxnd exacy xg` ik
oin`dl exga md .mipa`a eze` mebxl eywae eixacl renyl evx `l mrd la` 34".dl lkep
ixn`d cia epze` zzl mixvn ux`n ep`ived epze` 'd z`pya" exn`e milbxna
35
".epcinydl
mrdl cibdle ux`d z` ze`xl wx ml`y dyny yxtne df oirk x`an zn` ztyd mb
e`xy dn xnel mdl didy mdly `hgd edfe" .mzegily lr miyexit yxtl `l .e`xy dn
epipira idpe" exn`e milbxnd exfgy xne`e jiynn `ed ".zegilyda miyexit yxtl `le
z`f cibd in la` .ux`d iayei ipira miabgk eidy eayg md 36".mdipira epiid oke miabgk
eayg mnvra md ,'da dpen` mdl did `ly oeikn la` .miklnk mdipira eid `ny ?mdl
.mdipira miabgk md i`ceay
ebxdpe ,mipy 210l jxt zcearae mipalae xnga ecare mixvna micar eidy ixg` ?okzid
zeidl leki ji` ,mdly ux`d z` cer e`xiy meil etve ,ebxdpe exrhvp mde ,mdly mipad
z`e mixvna e`xy dn lk ixg` ,cere ?dagxe daeh zeidl ux`d z` `vn `l dfd mrdy
dwfg ciae dnglnae miztnae zz`a zqna ieb axwn ieb" gwlyk 'd dyry ze`ltpd
xyt` ji` ,mleray dnevr ikd dne`dl dyr xy`e 37".milecb mi`xenae diehp rexfae
?'da epin`d `l oiicry
.mixvnn `viy xecl dnec c`n eply xecd .epinvr `l` ef `iyew uxzl lekiy in oi`
miqpd .mil`ehw` mixac `le dpyi dixehqd md mixvn z`ivie zecardy ep` miayeg
epiigl mdly xqend migwel `le elld miyrn z` ep` micnFl .eppnfa mixFw mpi` el`d
.oekp `l df la` .dfd onfa
ji` ?micarl mrd lk zeyrl drxtl zeyx did ji` ?mixvna micar l`xyi ipa eyrp ji`
?mdnr l`xyi ipa engl `ly xyt` ji` ,cere mlerd icia laewn did df xac

epl yi eiykr .epizle`bl dligzd z` epl 'd ozp ,epl l`xyi ux` zpizpay xnel xyt`
.uwd reazle l`xyi ux` z` zgwl

oi` ik axga mbxedl leki did `l la` l`xyi z` cinydl drxt dvxy o"anxd yxtn
mdiytpl ea engli l`xyi ipa ,df z` dyri m` ,cere .dfd xack zeyrl jlnl elit` zeyx
dad" – epeyl edfe dnkga mca`l jixvy drxt ayg ,okl .evx`a dlecb dngln dzide
qn enlyi ux`a mixby libx `ed df ik l`xyi ipan qn gwl `ed ,dligza 38".el dnkgzp
odizen` elit`y ote`a mixkfd mipad lk z` bexdl zeclinl dev `ed ,repva ,f` .jlnl
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dxe`id celid oad lk" ,mlekl dev ,onf xg` ,f` .dyrp dn ercz `l zewepizd ly
xfb `ed .bxdp didiy mc` mey lr xfb `le mze` bxdl mc` meyl dev `l 39".edkilyz
xn`i ,dpelza drxtl `ai bxdpd oad a` m`e xe`il miklyp eidi mipad lky zillk dxifb
qpkil eicarl drxt dev ,onf cer ixg`e .gvexd z` bxdie xacd lr micr `iadl drxt
la` dxw ji` l`xyi ipa erci `l .mdipa lk z` bxdle dlila micedid ly mdizal
.drxtl micar mde mibxdp mdipa ,me`zt
jx dta ligzd l`xyi zecary mixne` .df oirk eyxit mixehd lrade miigd xe`d mb
eid ,seqa la` .mzcearl enlype el mixr epaiy drxt xn` dligza 40".jxta" eteqe
.melyz mey ila jxt zceara micar
mrtd df `l la` .mdl dxw dn l`xyi ipa erci `le dnkg jxca l`xyi z` ciard drxt
epl daexw xzei dixehqida k"b `l` .ecal jx dta micar epiidy dixehqida icigid
.jx dta l`xyi ipa z` mxkfe mny gni miipnxbd eciard ,dipyd mler zngln zenia
l`xyi ipa eid dligza .jx dta d`eyd ligzdy oiai ,d`Fyd iptl miyrna oiirpyk
.xac mey zeyrl leki `ly onf cr dxw dn erci `le dipnxba migehae migny
eid mleky zelecb ze`ltpae mielb miqpa l`xyi ipa z` 'd l`b ,mixvna zecard ixg`
,ond z` mdl ozp ,wlnr znglna mgvp ,seq mi z` mdl rwa .ux`dl mz`ia zilkzl
.minevre milecb mikln `"l cbp egvpi dfd ohwd iebdy mewn l`xyi ux`l qpkil mpikde
l`xyi ipal zelecb ze`ltpe mielb miqp zeyrl 'd ligzd d`eyd znlyd ixg` mipy 'b
l`xyi ux` mya ux`d z` xikd n"e`dy ixg` meid 1948, zpya .ux`l mz`ia zilkzl
zicerqd axre ,ocxi ,oepal ,wxi` ,dixeq ,mixvn i`av eqpkp,l`xyi ipad aeyiil mewnle
mewnn maiaqy miiaxr oeilin 1.2d cbp mgldl l"dvn 600,000dl yi .l`xyi mr mgldl
eid mileki la` ,l`xyil dewz oi`y d`xp .miiaxrdk miaeh `ly oiif ilkae xzeia rx
.ze`nvr lawle gvpl
eid mixvne ,ocxi ,wxi` ly mi`avd .l`xyia mgldl miiaxrd cer eqpkp 1967, zpya
lkl mipyn xzei miiaxrd zene`l did 275,000.l 456,000 xtqna l`xyi `avn milecb
,mrt cer la` .l`xyil eidy dngln ipexie`n cg` lkl rax`e l`xyil miwphdn cg`
mbe eiptl didy dyly `lnk mleab z` eaigxde mini zyy wxa df mrt ,l`xyi egvp
.ziad xde lzekd –miyecwd zenewnd z` elaw
cbp eid mil`xyi miwphdn 180 .dixeqe mixvn i`av eqpkp ,mixetikd meia 1973, zpya
mrt cer .miixvndn 80,000 cbp engl micedi miliig 436 mbe miixeqd miwphdn 1400
.eca`i l`xyi oi` ,mewn lkae onf lkay mdiaie`l e`xde l`xyi egvp
miqpa epvx`l ep`iad `ede 'd cia ectp epgp` mb ,mzenk .mixvnn `viy xecd enk epixec
d`xdy dn lky ixg`y xyt` ji` .mdl didy `hgd enk dfd onfa ep`hg la` .milecb
?ux`dn epinvr z` miwigxn epgp` cery xyt` ji` ?ea mipin`n epgp` oi` oiicry 'd epl
zecarn epz`vedy 'd ze`ltp z` epi`xe rx zn`a `edy dn epybxde epi`x epgp` ,mzenk
epgp`y dipy mrt dixehqidd dpyi `ly xdfil ep` mikixv .epizyexi z` epl zzl zexigl
39.a"k:my ,my
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.'da oin`dle ux`d aeh z` xikdl elki `l mdl 'd dyry dn lkay xacnd xec enk didi
ik dze` epyxie dlrp dlr" – alk ixacn xqen cenlle milbxnd ikxcn xeql ep` mikixv
".dl lkep leki
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